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Volume XV.

Apportionment Bringing in Wool Bean Elevator

I.O.O.F Installs President Wilson A Proclamation
o

The following is the apportion
ment of County School taxes
made by Supt. Milnor Rudulph,
to the several districts in July.
and shows the funds now in
hands of District Boards for pav
ment of salaries delinquent and
to apply on next term expenses
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264.00
38.40
56.40
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1260.00
228.00
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75.60
31.20
99.00
44.40
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114.00
1548.00
198.00
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30.00
120.00

73.20
70.80
so. oo

324.00
92.40 "
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Harold Taylor is working
the Gilstrap Bros, shop
Mechanician, with the advice and
experience of his father at his
command and his natural ability
in that line he is making good at
it.
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68.40

67.20

150.00
76.80
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140.40
120.CO
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120.00
48.00
150. CO
150.00
63.60
152.40
176.40
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Acacia Lodge,, No, 54, A. F.
and A. M. UD. met last Saturday
night and practiced. They had
planned to have the lodge institut
ed that night but their guests
failed to arrive from Tucumcari
for the ceremonies so they were
satisfied with a , rrzciee and
lunch. SeVeral out of. 'town
members were present.
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.61
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be here next
and is
for
Institute
the
week
part
of the county
showing this
the consideration it has ever been
(denied previous to his term of
Mr. Rudulph will

,

office. '

The basement for the Sisters
School ds about completed and
work on tta superstructure wil
scon begin. The Rectory Í3 nearly
completed and plans have been
g
made to have a
and call it Father s Day" in
honor of Father Vachon, The
ladies of the Catholic Church
under the dirección of Mrs
Wm Brashears Mrs. Matilda Roy,
and others will serve dinner for
that event August lth and the
house-warmm-

Henry Poofart, of Georgetown
Texas, has been visiting his
cousin, Fred Fluhmann the past
week, leaving for Oklahoma
Tuesday. He likes the looks of
the country up where Fred lives
but says it Í3 almost as dry as
his part of Texas here, in Roy.
Ben Wright, writes us a letter
from Camp McArthur, Texas
where he was transferred from
Ft. Bliss. He wants his
and
sa- y- 'We are getting built up o
war strength . and I think, will
soon go across'. Would like to be
home a few days but cant come
Regards to all the lodge boys.
S--

J. Floersheim, is fixing up the
Medina building on his lot, the

public will be invited. Proceeds one moved from up town recently
and will rent it.
to go to the church.
A fine program will be present
Adolfo Baca, a son of Francis
ed at this time and further an
co Baca y Sandoval, came down
noucement will be made.
from Mills Monday to see a Dr
He is soffering . from kidneyl
Mr: Lyona was operated on for trouble.
at the Plumleé
Appendicitis
Hospital Wednesday and is getRaymond Tower has been suf
ting along nicely. His is the fering from a bad rope-bur- n
on
fourth case to be operated on his hand. He let the rope slip
here this week.
when letting a pump into a well.

The Soldiers of the S.ilv.it-nArmy are dear to the people because of their merciful service to
bwly and distressed mankind.
They ever zealously labor ta
raise up thejalien,' to succor the
needy.Jto inspire; the dejected, to
heal thu wounds of the body and
to banish the frets of the spirit
The Soldiers of this Army are
now performing a notable and
beneficent service to the fighting
men of the armies of the allies on
the battle fields of Europe. Their
work there Í3 commended by its
immediate
beneficiaries - the
weary, sick and wounded soldiers
of the armies of liberty; by the
adminstration at Washington and
by witnesses returned from parti
cipation in this, the mightiest
conflict of all time.
NOW THEREFORE, I, W. E.
LINDSEY, Governor of the State
of New Mexico, do earnestly
commend the work of the Salvation Army in behalf of the more
thau twelve thousand soldiers
and sailors of our State now
serving and in preparation to
serve on the battle line, face to
face, with the enemy of civilization.
Done at the City of Santa Fe
thi'3 the 9th day of July,A.D.l918
W. E. LINDSEY.
ANTONIO LUCFRO,

PA great net of mercy drawn throu,
an ocean oj unspeakable pain

The need of a State Depart
ment of Health becomes more
apparent every day and a glance
through the crrresoondence fiW
of the New Mexico Public Health
Association indicates that the
people of the State are realizing
it as never before.
lrvA letter from a social worker
of wide experience, who spends
' her vacationlperwaon
a
stead in the Southwestern nart
of the State, aske if
cannot be done to remedy condi
tions in that vicinity, statinc "we
are continually shocked hew hv
the clean sweep made by wholly
preventatle
diseases such as
civil- measles, chicken pox, whooping
cough and even scarlet fever ami
also by the intermarriage of
and the consequent
production of epileptics and
other defectives.
I also here
rumors of small pox cases without medical attention or quaran
tine .
The one County visiting nurse
.
who has been at work for any
considerable time, has laid bare
;
some perfectly terrible conditions
X in her section and recently re; ported the case of a family
where seven out of the nim.
children are blind and have been
'd: so
from birth. These seven
blind children, as well as hun-

What Has Year Red Cross MoneyfDone?

-

N the first place, it has enabled the American people;
through the Red Cross, to help care for its armv

and navy;

?

and rowing crosswise of the
prevailing
winds. He plans
this to beat the wind and hold
the small rains and snows to the
roots of the plants. It looks
practical.

ii ...

,1V

before seeding.

furrow-opener-

SupplimtTitary to this list Í3 a
list of apportionment of School
..Funds amounting to $3.114.15 at
.the rate ofj0 cents per pupil
The total number of pupils in the
.county is 4.791 of these, Mora
has 305, Wagon Mound 239 and
Roy 263,our allowance is $170.95

.fts

..jV

After driving for a day on two
barge-load- s
of wheat heads G. R.
Aberrathy gave u? and will try
discing in part of his wheat field
and relying on a volunteer crop
for winter pasture. He has a
lot of land prepared for seeding
this fall and is waiting for rain
Elmer Neal will try the experi
ment of planting wheat with
two row cornplanter and double- s
rowing it, using

?

'

144.00

14L60

..

Cy the Governor

Secretary of State

.

.

159.60
--

looked like old times in Roy

car-loa-

108. 00

11

The' Odd Fellows held instalThe Roy Trading Co. has made
Man for the time,
lation of officers Wednesday
Wednesday when Don. Cipriano
a good start on the new Bean
Man of the hour,
evening with a large attendance
Lujan, of Sabinoso, delivered Elevator, and
warehouse they
Master iov service,
prensent.Dr. M. D. Gibbs was
29 sacks of wool to Floersheim
will have on their property on
by power;
.Unmastered
installing officerand the new
Co.
warahouse
and Dorotio
the house track back of the Bank the
Master
in
d?ed,
elective officers are Martinez nearly as much from building.
A large pit has been
Master in thought;
Melville Floersheim N. G.
Cerrizo besides several smaller dug
and concreted up and the
Leader, the spirit
R. A. Pendleton, V. G.
deliveries. Team were thick in pillars
of Concrete for the founda
Of Freedom has sought.
Edgar Floersheim, Treas,
town all day. It was .noticeable
tion are now poured and set, and
Wm. G. Johnson." Secv.
that the Sabinoso teams all work commenced on the super
Arm that is strong,
A. J. Hern, Trustee.
brought their baled alfala and
Eye thajt is clear,
structure.
This building will
other feed for their teams with handle
A full corps of appointive
Will that's determined
beans and recleaning
them instead of buying it in town machinery
Heart without fear;
just a3 the old eleva- officers were installed and the
That is one of the must pro tor does
Armored in trust,
wheat and there will be Lodge is in shape to take up the
ductive and prospeerous little safe storage
degree
they
work
have
in
sight.
Democracy'3 knight,
for 20
or
commuties in the state.
Following
the
ceremonies,
ice
through blackness
Leading
more.
The pit is big enough to
With beacon of right.
hold several wagon loads so there cream and cakes were indulged
Frank Koy is an artist. If you
will be no delay in handling. in by those present. It is the
dont believe it watch him some
unanimous desire of thQ members
It is a long step in advance to get
time with the brush and ink-pRemigio Lopez was at Clayton
moved to the new Masonic
marking wool sacks. He can over the old method of handling Hall.
on business returning Tuesday
record the name, weight and all beans in sacks on the open floor
He reports crops and range
other data that belongs as . fast of the old wool house where
conitions
in Union Co. Tho finest
Prof. J. E. Russell and family
as 20 men can bring them to wagonloads were lost through
ever
and
his friend, Juan Duran
the cracks every day and a large weut on a trip to Taos last week
the scales.
Clerk,
of
the Court and candi
crew of men was necessary to returning Tuesday. They went
Secretary
date
of State going
for
in their Ford and had a fine time
Col. Will Paxton was in town handle a small amount by main
strong
coveted
with
the
nomina
The irrigated farms there look
Wednesday. He finds it hard to strength and awkwardness.
tion
in
sight.
especially fine.
Grin and bear it" with no rain
at all and crops dried up out at
the ranch. .
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Secondly, it has enabled America to hearten her
Allies' fighting forces and to keep up, among the
ian populations, the spirit to win the war. That, alóne,
has made the American Red Cross one of the largest
factors since our entry into the war.
r

tp

.

near-rtlatio-

ns

Canteens which provided food and hot drinksf'l
inuic man a luiiuuii ujcau iu uiuieii in ueceinuer,
I warehouses, crammed with materials, situated all aloni?
Ifl'the French line, all along the Italian lines, at seaports
and at places where our soldiers are joiner to ficrht:
f institutions for the care of consumptives, institutions
U tor the
of maimed men these are a few
''
If of the concrete accomplishments abroad.
fM
on

.

&y

At

dreds of others throughout the
State, should be enjoying perfect
sweaters, muf-I- Í
sight and would be had it not
in camps; 51 been for the lack of a few simple
precautions at the time of thpir
and
m birth.

millions of woolen
ners, socks ana other comforts tor the men
p .the work of sanitátion around cantonments
the
& help and advice given dependents of soldiers and sailors
K these are things which will "make vou. vour children
j& and your children's children, in whatever part of the
p..
viijr liittjf uv, ptvuna ut uwiug jtmici luauo.
53
m Will you do your share to keep this Hand of
home-rt- he

í
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health.
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Every cent of every dollar received for the Red Crott War Fund goes for War Relief,.
fflalent orffanlntlon for

World

ha
to

ever

tn.

th ralltf

of ou EC crine

that th

. It
mad up almost antlraly of rolunteer worker,
th blKher xaoutlvaa balnf without exception men ao
ouatomed to large affaire, who are In almoat all caae
giving their eervlcee without pay.
It It lupported entirely bf He memberahlp feea and
hf voluntary contrlbutlona.
It to today brlnrln relief to eufferln humanity,
both military and civil. In every War torn allied country.
It plana tomorrow to help In the work of restoration throughout the world.

it feed and clothea entire noDulatlona
great calamity.
It to there to help your soldier boy la

In tlnaaa

The New Mexico Public Health
Association has no legislative
power, What New Mexico needs
is the creation of a department
of the State's government such
as exists in all the other states
in the union whose sole business
it shall be to look after the public

té

hto Urn of
..
need.
With IU thousands of workers; Itt tremendous
torea and emooth running tranaportatton facllltlea
It Is lervtng aa America's advance guard nd Uu0
neiping to win tne war.
Conareaa authoriioa it.
Prealdent Wilson heads It
The War Denartmant an1tt Me uannita
Tour Armv. vnur Nainr anil Mni- - Alllaa nthiujM
aatlcally endorse It.
Twenty-tw- o
' it
million American! have Joined Ik

'a

Much of the delinquencies, and
even absolute crime that exists,
can be traced directly to ill
health. A good workincr State
Department of Health will cost
much less than jails, hospitals,
poor houses and asaylums. Let
us choose now and choose right.

J. Floersheim and son Egder,
were at Las Vegas, Tuesday on
a business trip. They saw a
number of Roy people there at
the normal.

'
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THE

,,'

Tve

been doing

pretty

well lately.'

SPANISH-AMERICA-

what they can do until they ar compelled to try, and upon this, her second
Journey northward, the truth of that
statement grew more patent with each
passing day.
So trailing north with old Limping
George, his fat klootch, and two
Slwash youths, Hazel bore

any water In your veins, little person.
Lord! I'm afraid to let go of you for
fear you'U vanish into nothing, like a
Hindu fakir stunt"
"No fear," Hazel laughed. Tve got
a pony tied to a tree out there, and
four Slwasbes and a camp outfit over
gones, nazier
by Crooked lake. If I should vanish
"It might be possible, Jack," she an steadily across country, driving as I'd leave a plain trail for you to folswered slowly, "if It were not for the straight a" the rolling land allowed, low."
fact that you took the most effective for the cabin that snuggled in a woodsy
"Well," Bill said, after a short simeans a man could have taken to kill basin close up to the peaks that guard lence, "It's a hundred and forty miles
1
every etom of affection I had for you, Pine River pass.
to a Hudson's Bay post where there's
!
I don't feel bitter any more I simply
There came a day when brief uncer- a mission and a preacher. Let's be on
don t feel at all."
tainty became sure knowledge at sight our way and get married. Then we'U
"But you will," he said eagerly. of a
body of water glimmer- come back here and spend our honey"Just give me a chance. I was a hot ing through the
spruce. moon, eh?"
headed, Jealous fool, but I never will Her heart fluttered for a minute. Like
HAZEL GETS HER FREEDOM AND THEN FINDS THAT SHE
She nodded assent
be again. Give me a chance, Hazel."
homing bird, by grace of the rudo
"Are you game to start In half an
a
WANT
IT.
NOT
DOES
iouII have to make your own map and Limping George, she bad hour?" he asked, holding her off at
chances' she snid deliberately. "I re- come to the lake where the Indians arm's length admiringly.
fuse to bind myself In any way. Why had camped In the winter, and
she
Tm game for anything, or I wouldn't
Synopsis, Miss Hazel Weir, a stenographer, living at Granville,
should I put myself out to make you could have gone blindfolded from the be here," she retorted.
happy when you destroyed all the faith lake to Roaring Bill's cabin.
Ontario, Is plnced under a cloud by circumstances for which she is
"All right You Just watch an exI had In you? And I don't think I'm
entirely blameless. To escapé from the groundless gossip that pursues
urged her pony through the hibition of speedy packing," Bill deShe
HIS FATHER'S SWORD.
In
Meadows,
Cariboo
a
hex, she secures a position as schoolteacher at
going to care except perhaps, In
light timber growth and across the clared and straightway fell to work.
friendly way."
wild part of British Columbia. There, at a boarding house, she first
Hazel followed blm about, helping to
meadows where the rank grass
The village concert was in progresi
character of that country.
And with that Barrow had to be little
sees "Roaring Bill" Wagstaff, a
varicolored flowers were get the kyaks packed with food. They and, although all the local talent was
strange
and
In
way
woods.
walking
while
the
Soon after her arrival Hazel loses her
content
up under the urge of the caught the three horses, and Bill mustered, little Johnny, the squires
At dusk of the following day she and springing
She wanders until night when 6he reaches "Roaring Bill's" camp fire
sun.
Twenty minutes stripped the pony of Hazel's riding son and heir, was bored, badly bored.
spring
warm
Loralne Marsh sat In a Pullman, flat
In the woods. lie promises to take her home In the morning, but she
to the clearing. Silk and gear and placed a pack on him. Then
brought
her
Ills mother grew quite anxious about
In
the
tening their noses against the car win
is compelled to spend the night In the woods. After wandering
Nigger, loafing at the sunny be put her saddle on Silk.
and
Satin
him,
but when a small girl started pipdow, taking a last look at the envl
woods all the next day, "Roaring Bill" finally admits that he is taking
stable, pricked up their ears
"He's your private mount hence- ing "The Minstrel By" and reached
rons of Vancouver as the traía rolled end of the
Hazel to his cabin In the mountains. Hazel finds upon their arrival at
approach, and
knew that forth," Bill told her laughingly. "YouH the line: "Ills futher's sword he has
through the outskirts of the city. Ha at her B1U was home she
the cabin that she cannot hope to escape from the wilderness before
again. She tied ride him with more pleasure than you girded on," Johnny fairly pricked up
Roaring
zel told herself that she was going
spring, During the long winter "Roaring Bill" treats Hazel with the
her horse to a sapling and drew nearer. did the first time, won't you?".
bis ears In excxlteraent.
home. Barrow smiled friendly assur
greatest respect He tells her he loved her and tries to Induce her to
cabin door stood wide,
to start,
The
ready
"You like this, Johnny?" said his
Presently
they
were
ance
over the seat
marry him, but she refuses. In the spring be takes her to Bella Coola,
A brief panic seized her. She felt a planning to ride past Limping George's fond mother. "It
Even so, she was restless, far from
where she can get a boat to Vancouver.
sudden shrinking, a wild desire for camp and tell him whither they were
"lie quiet, mother, do," said Johnny
content There was something lack headlong
flight But it passed. She bound. Hazel was already mounted. Impatiently. "I want to hear what hap
Ing. At half after eight she called the
knew that for good or 1U she would Roaring BUI paused, with his toe In pens when his father gets to know 1"
kindly on teaching as a means of live- porter and had him arrange her section
CHAPTER
never turn back.
the stirrup, and smiled whimsically at
lihood. And stenographers seemed to for the night And she got Into bed,
On the soft turf her footsteps gave her over his horse's back.
Value of Circumlocution.
reaIn
depressed
thankful to be by herself,
demand.
Wherefore, she
nazel went out to the rail. Bill be
fortr no sound. She gained the door"I forgot something," said he, and
"Did he charge you with mendacWagstaff had disappeared, but present- soned that wages would be high. With without reason.
way ad silently as a shadow. Roaring went back into the cabin whence he
.
ity?"
She slept for a time, her sleep bro Bill faced
ly she caught sight of him standing on the list In her purse, she went down on
the end of the long room, but shortly emerged, bearing in bis band
who had been
man
"No,"
replied
the
arby
even
ken
huge
Hastings
a
into
which
runs
like
morbid dreams, and
the shore end of the wharf, his hands
be did not see her, for be was slumped a sheet of paper upon which someI
thrust deep in his coat pockets, staring tery through the heart of the city, tually she wakened to find her eyes full In the big chair before the fireplace, thing was written In bold, angular In a fight. "If he had done that
compelled to go to
might
been
have
divergwhy
of
tears.
she
with
She
know
crossing
not
lesser
and
streets
did
waved
the
Hazel
steamer.
after the
his chin sunk on his breast staring characters. This he pinned on the the dictionary to make sure of his exshould cry, but cry she did till her pil straight ahead
envelope that she still held in her hand. ing.
with absent eyes.
door. Hazel rode Silk close to see act meaning. It was his contemptuous
emlow
grew
moist and the heavy feeling
But she made no application for
Now that she was Independent of him,
In
days
all
she had been with what it might be, and laughed amused- manner that angered me. He wouldn't
the
HasIn
more
grew,
anything,
ployment
her
breast
on
corner
of
For
and
if
the
forgiving
magnanimous,
felt
she
him she had never seen him look like ly, for Bill had written:
even waste a word of four syllables on
suddenly very much alone, as If she tings and Seymour, as she gathered Intense.
"Mr. and Mrs. William Wagstaff wlU me."
tiny
She switched on the
electric that That weary, hopeless expression,
had dropped back Into the old, depress her skirt In her hands to cross the
the wry twist of his Hps, wrung her be at home to their friends on and
ing Granville atmosphere. But he gave street someone caught her by the arm bulb over her head, and fumbled in heart and drew from
her a yearning after June the twentieth."
purse
her
handkerchief.
and
for
another
cried:
Too Much Rapidity.
save
be
turned
sign
no answering
that
whisper.
little
He swung up Into his saddle, and
fingers
of
Her
bit
with
the
forth,
drew
"Well, forevermore, If It Isn't Hazel
seem to have a very high
"You
don't
on the Instant and went op the hill to
"BUI!"
they Joeged across the open. In the regard
Unen, a folded sheet of paper, which
for Zeb Spicer's piety."
where his horses stood tied among the Weir I"
pan
came
Uke
a
out
He
his
of
chair
puUed
edge
they
first
timber
of the
And she turned to find herself facing seemed to hypnotize her, so fixedly did
"Mebbe I haven't" replied Farmer
huddled buildings. And within twenty
ther. And when his eyes beheld her up and looked backward at the cabin
minutes the Stanley D turned a Jutting Loralne Marsh a Granville school she remain looking at It A sheet of In the doorway he stiffened in his drowsing silently under Its sentinel Corntossel, cautiously.
"Zeb says he has read the Bible
point, and Bella Coola was lost to view, chum and Loralne's mother. Back of plain white paper, marked with dots tracks, staring, seeing, yet reluctant to
tree. Roaring B1U reached out one
Hazel went back into her stateroom them, with wide and startled eyes, and names and crooked lines that beUeve the evidence of his vision. His arm and laid it across Hazel's shoul through more than a hundred times."
stood for rivers, with shaded patches
"Yes. But In order to do that he
and sat down on the berth. Presently loomed Jack Barrow.
wrinkled. He put up one band ders.
that meant mountain ranges she had brows
two
pressed
while
He
the
must have gone so fast he couldn't stop
forward
a
was
envelope.
There
opened
the
she
absently
over
ran
and
cheek.
his
It
soberly,
person,"
said
"Little
he
seen Bill Wagstaffs map.
thick fold of bills, her ticket, and both women overwhelmed Hazel with a
wonder if Tve got to the point of "here's the end of one trail, and the to think much about what he was
She stared at It a long time. Then
"
flood of exclamations and questions,
were wrapped in a sheet of paper pe
seeing
things," he said slowly. "Say, beginning of another the longest trail readln.'
accept- she found her time table, and ran along
and
Hazel
extended
hand.
his
She
lines.
crooked
and.
dots
with
died
Uttle person, Is it your astral body, or either of us has ever faced. How does
ed the overture. She had long since the Interminable string of station
GLORIOUS.
laid it aside and counted the money,
is it really you?"
it look to you?"
against
gotten
resentment
over
her
course it's me," she cried tremu
"Heavens !" she whispered. "I wish
"Of
quick.
a
caught
fingers
She
with
his
to
lously, and with fine disregard for hard pressure.
he hadn't given me so much. I didn't him. She was furthermore amazed
find that she could meet his eye and
need all that"
her habitual preclseness of speech.
"AU trails look alike to me," she
single
flutter
a
take
his
without
hand
up
For Roaring Bill had tucked a dozen
came
pinched
He
to
close
and
her
said,
with shining eyes, "Just so wt
strange, but
notes In the enve- of her pulse. It seemed
her arm with a gentle pressure, as if hit them together."
glad
was
she
of
It
lope. And, curiously enough, she was
he had to feel the material substance
They stood a few minutes on the
not offended, only wishful that he bad
of her before he could believe. And
"What day of the month Is this,
corner ; then Mrs. Marsh proposed that
been less generous. Then she took up
then he put his hands on her shoul BUI?" Hazel asked.
could
they
go
they
to
where
hotel,
the
the map, recognizing It as the sheet
ders, as be had done on the steamer
"Haven't the least idea," he an
of paper Bill had worked over so long talk at their leisure, and in comfort
day
Coola,
Bella
lazily. "Time is of no conse
looked
at
swered
and
that
lead.
took
the
Loralne and her mother
their last night at the cabin.
long and earnestly at her looked till quence to me at the present moment"
step
with
into
naturally
Barrow
fell
It made the North more clear a
a crimson wave rose from her nek to
They were sitting on the warm earth
great deal more clear to her, for he Hazel.
the roots of her'dark, glossy hair. And before their cabin, their backs propped
and
sackcloth
'Tve
been
wearing
loMeadows,
the
Cariboo
marked
had
with that Roaring BUI took her In his comfortably against a log, watching
cation of bis cabin, and Bella Coola, ashes, Hazel," he said humbly. "Short
arms, cuddled her up close to blm, and the sun sink behind a distant skyline
ly
you
on
one
somebody
of
after
left
and drawn dotted lines to Indicate the
kissed her, not once but many times. all notched with purple mountains
way he bad taken her In and brought the papers ferreted out the truth of
"Ton really and truly came back, upon which snow still lingered. Beside
that Bush affair, and the vindictive old
her out
little person." he murmured. "Lord. them a smudge dribbled a. wjsj pf
compromising
reasons
that
hound's
for
She put awtfy the money end the
Lord and. yet they say the day 5 smoke sufficient, to ward off a pestU
map, and bestowed a brief scrutiny legacy were set forth. Bush appears
tentlal swarm of mosquitoes and black
miracles Is past-- upon herself 14 the cabin mirror. Six to have kept a diary and kept it post'
"You oWtthlñk I would, did you P ffl
fa Jheclear, thin air of that
poured
up
day
to
ed
his
death
of
the
months In tbé wild bad given her a
Roaring Bill Took Her In His Arms. she asked, with her blushing face snug altttud'etheoccasToMl voices of what
ruddy color, the glow of perfect phys out all his feelings on paper, and re
gled against his sturdy
animal Ufe wabroanJhe
ical condition. But her garments were peatedly asserted that he would win names till she found Ashcroft, from you gave me a map breast "Still, bird and
Miss Sweét It must be glorious to)
so
wild
Into the evening hush with
could
broke
that
I
you.
seems
you
that
And
or
It
ruin
tattered and sadly out of date. The
be able to write as you do.
whence northward ran the Applan way find the place,"
goose
astonishing
a
lone
distinctness
come
you
to
refused
night
that
after
lady
wardrobe of the steamer-trun- k
Novelist Yes; I have got so that I
of British Columbia, the Cariboo road,
"That was Just taking a desperate winged above in wide circles, uttering
had suffered In the winter's wear. She to him when he was hurt, be called in over which she had Journeyed by stage,
can
tip back in my chair, with my feet
was barely pmentable In the outing his lawyer and made that codicil and She noted the distance, and the limlt-ed'- s chance. No, I never expected to see bis harsh and solitary cry. He had on the desk, and dictate by
the hour.
you
mate,
Bill
his
lost
again,
In
off
told
Far
her.
by
unless
died
spent
he
accident,"
till
rest
of
the
he
time
said
the
suit of cordnOy.
hour of arrival, and looked at her honestly. "And Tve been crying the the bush a fox barked. The evening
The Stant D., upon the evening of gloating over the chances of it be watch. Then a feverish activity took
Superfluous.
hurt of It to the stars all the way back flight of the wild ducks from Crooked
the th7 day, turned into Barnard Inlet smirching your character."
hold of her. She dressed, got her from the coast
Would you paint the My?
swamps
Ina
lake
to
chain
of
passed
got
only
grown
yes
I
about
here
"I've
indifferent
Kter
and fwept across a harbor speckled
Senseless thing to do.
suitcase from under the berth, and
And to rouge the
with stilpplr-- g from all the Seven Seas it" Hazel periled impersonally. "But stuffed articles into it, regardless of terday. I pretty near passed up com termittently over the clearing with a
wings.
That is foolish, too.
whistle
sibilant
ing back at all. I didn't see how
To all the
of
he succeeded rather easily. Even you,
to her berfl at the dock.
order.
could stay, with everything to remind wild things, no less than to the two
me
known
better,
who
have
ahculd
So IiiZel came again to a city a
That done, she set her suitcase in me of you. Say, but It looked like a who watched and listened to the forest
On the Defensive.
city tht roared and bellowed all its were re4y to believe the very worst" the aisle, and curled herself la the
did you get that chicken,
lonesome hole. I used to love this traffic, it was a land of peace and
"Where
pleaded.
It,"
wald
Barrow
for
'Tve
long
ears,
mnnlfsld noises tn her
berth, with her face pressed close place but didn't love it last night plenty.
Kelly?"
myself
Tve
how
know
"Ton
hated
doa't
I
grctfh accustomed to a vast and brood-10against the window. A whimsical
"Sure, sorr, It came for me vlclous-'We ought to go up to the swamps
silence. Mindful of Bill's parting for being such a cad. But it taught smile played about her mouth, and her It seemed about the most cheerless
11
and
depressing
spot
you
tomorrow
and rustle some duck eggs," llke,- and I had to kill it In
not
hold
could
me
a
have
I
if
lesson
Lady-am- i
a
to
took
hack
the
she
rerd,
fingers
steadily on the picked.
1"
Passing Show.
th. And even though the hotel was grudge against me. Tve wondered and purse, wherein was folded Bill Wag- - up by" I think I should have ended Bill observed Irrelevantly bis eyes fol- sorr
you,
touching a match to the whole lowing the arrow flight of a mallard
disappearing
worried
the
about
removed from the business heart of the
map.
staff's
business and hitting the trail to some flock. But his wife was counting au
The Usual Way.
city, the rumble of the city's her- way you did. Where have you been,
And then out of the dark ahead a new country. I don't know. I'm not dibly, checking the days off on her
Is
you
getting
been
on?
"What
have
that string around your
how
and.
her
reached
Into
the
far
culean labors
cluster of lights winked briefly, the
finger for?"
night At last she fell asleep, and You surely . look well." He bent an shriek of the Umlted's whistle echoed weak. But I don't think I could have fingers.
stayed here long."
"That Is to remind me that I forgot
(lawn of a clear spring day awakened admiring glance on her.
They stood silent in the doorway for
something my wife tied It there for
"Oh, I've been every place, and I up and down the wide reaches of the
her.
North Thompson, and the coaches
me to remember."
"Roaring Bill" and Hazel
She ate her breakfast, and set forth can't complain about not getting on," came to a stop. Hazel took one look a long Interval, Bill holding her close
to him, and she blissfully contented,
carelessly.
she
start on a long trip Into the
answered
on a shopping tour. To such advanto make sure. Then she got softly Into careless and unthinking of the future,
Plain Evidence.
mountains In search of gold. On
For the life of her, she could not
tage did she put two of the hundred-dolla- r
the aisle, took up her suitcase, and left so filled was she with joy of the pres
"The young writer we met the
the way they make an Interest.
comparisons
help
making
between
the
by
noon
bills that
she was arsteps
car.
she turned to ent
the
At the
Ing discovery. Read about It In
other day told me he looks Into his
d
rayed In a
suit of gray, man beside her and another who she give the car porter a message.
heart and writes."
"Do you love me much, little per
the next Installment
upring hat shoes and gloves to match. guessed would by now be bearing up
"Tell Mrs. Marsh the lady In lower son?" Bin asked, after, a Uttle,
"Yes, It is evident he does not
She felt once more at ease, less con- the crest of the divide that overlooked
Ave,"
she said, with a dollar to quicken
look Into his head."
She nodded vigorous assent
scious that people stared at her frayed the green and peaceful vista of forest
(TO
BB
CONTINUED.)
his faculties, "that Miss Weir had to
".Why?" he desired to know.
and curious habiliments. With a com and lake, with the Bablne range lying go back.
Say I will write soon and
Explained.
plete outfit of lingerie purchased, and purple beyond. She wondered If Roar
"Oh, Just because because you're a
Cactus Candy.
explain."
"They say Blinks, the humorist, seltrunk in which to store It forwarded ing Bill Wagstaff would ever, under
man, I suppose," she returned mischie
Louisiana sugar cane planters have
She stood back in the shadow of vously.
to her hotel, her Immediate activity any circumstances, have looked on her
evolved a plan for manufacturing dom smiles."
"Yes, Blinks seldom sees one of his
was at an end. and she had time to with the scornful, angry distrust that the station for a few seconds. The Um"The world's chuck-fu- ll
of
men." candy from the spineless cactus. In
Barrow had once betrayed. Barrow's lted's stop was brief. When the red BUI observed.
think of her next move.
process the peel of the plant is own Jokes in the papers."
i
the
And, brought face to face with that attitude was that of a little boy who lights went drumming down the track,
f
"Surely," she looked up at him. "But removed, dipped into hot molasses
Far Worse.
she found herself at something of a had broken some plaything in a fit of she took up her suitcase and walked they're not Uke you. Maybe it's bad and coated with granulated or powuptown
tarto
where
hotel
the
she had
Mary I suppose he eventually broke
loss. She had no desire to go back to anger and was now woefully trying to
policy to start In flattering you, but dered sugar. The result Is a confec
your heart?
Cnrlboo Meadows, even to get what put the pieces together again. It ried overnight once before.
there aren't many men of your type, tion of rich and delicious flavor.
The clerk showed her to a room. BUly-bofew personal treasures she had left amused her. Indeed, it afforded her a
So successful have been the experi , Anne Worse than that. He played
big and strong and capable,
satisfaction, She threw her suitcase on the bed and and at the same time kind and patient ments with the new sweet that cane poker with papa and broke him.
behind. Cariboo Meadows was wiped distinctly
off the slate as far as she was con- since she was not by nature of a meek turned the key in the lock. Then she and able to understand things, things planters are now growing cactus,
Signs of It
went over, and, throwing up the win a woman can't always put
cerned. Nevertheless, she must make or forgiving spirit
into words. which formerly was utilized, when
"That woman Is a great fault- her way. Somehow she must find a .Hazel visited with the three of them dow to its greatest height sat down Last fall you hurt my pride and nearly used at alL for cattle fodder. Planters
means to return the unused portion of In the hotel parlor for a matter of two and looked steadily toward the north, scared me to death by carrying me off can in this way furnish plenty of raw under, I understand."
"Yes, she even had a knocker put
the to her enormous sura Roaring hours, went to luncheon wim them, smiling to herself.
In that lawless, headlong fashion of material for the new product
on her door."
Bill had placed In her hands. She must and at luncheon Loralne Marsh
"I can find him," she suddenly said yours. But you seemed to know Just
Another Important result In the
make her own living. The question brought up the subject of her coming aloud. "Of course I can find him 1"
bow I felt about It and you played making of what some enterprising adLuck.
And with that she blew a kiss from fairer than any man I ever knew vertiser may caU "kaktuwkandy,"
that troubled her was: How, and home to Granville with them. The
"Do you believe In luck?"
where? She had her trade at her fin- Bush incident was discussed and dis- her finger tips oat toward the dark would have done under
cir- says an exchange, is that sugar mills
same
the
"Of course, I do," replied Senator
ger ends, and the storied office build- missed. On the question of returning, and silent North, pulled down the cumstances.
I didn't realize It until I which have heretofore been Idle for Sorghum.
ings of Vancouver assured her tftat Hazel was noncommittal.
"And I have a great respect
shade, and went quietly to bed.
'
got back into the civilized world. And nine months in the year can now use for
any efficient stenographer could find
it The only trouble about luck Is
"Of course you'll come ! We won't
aU at once I found myself longing part of their equipment In the candy
then
work.
the way some people use It for a cam
But she looked up as she hear of .leaving you behind. So you
CHAPTER IX
for you and for these old forests and uyinuiacturing industry.
ouflage when they're dealing off thf
walked the streets at the high, ugly can consider that settled," Loralne
the mountains and all. So I came
walls of brick and steel and stone, and Marsh declared at last "We're going
oonom or the deck."
An Ending and a Beginning.
'
Late Food Discoveries.
back."
bar heart misgave her.
day after tomorrow. So is Mr. BarUnconsciously, by natural assimila
"Wise girl," he kissed her. "TouTl
Lichens
proposed as the
have
been
At nightfall she went up to her room row."
The Difference.
tion, so to speak. Hazel Weir had ab- never be sorry; I hopa. It took some latest addition to staple articles of
"What's the difference between a
and threw herself wearily on the bed.
Jack walked with her out to the sorbed more woodcraft than she real- nerve, too. It's a long trail from here diet One scientist has suggested IceShe was tired, body and spirit and Ladysmlth, and, among other things, ized in her
stay In the to the outside. But this north cou- land moss as suitable for making flour drama and a melodrama?"
lonely. Her brief experience in Carl, tola her now ne Happened to be in
"In a drama the heroine merely
the high latitudes. Bill Wagstaff had once ntryIt gets in your' blood if your for bread and reindeer moss as good
too UAdws had not led her to look coast city.
throws the villain over. In a melotold her that few people know Just blood's red and I don't think there! fodder for animóla.
drama she throws him over a cliff."
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he said. "I came out here on a deal
that involved about fifty thousand dollars. I closed it up Just this morning
and the commission would just about
buy us that little bouse we bad planned
once, won't yon let bygones be by
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INSECTS AND POTATO DISEASES CAUSING
BIG LOSS CAN BE CONTROLLED BY SPRAY

1
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

The
Awakening
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by the McClure Newsps.
per Syndicate.)
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Myra, I'll be late for lunch, but
If you get hungry don't wait Molly
won't mind warming mlne.over."
Myra, comfortably settled In the
easiest chelr of the sitting room, lazily
waved a slim white hand to her
aod turning
mother's cheery good-by- ,
toward the window watched the lively
little body cross the street and join
several other dear mother people on
the corner. Myra laughed scornfully.

"By,

"I'm surprised at mother; such a

motley crowd, tall, short, fat lean,
rich and poor."
Myra, however, failed to take note
of tie óñe connecting link among the
women. Each one carried a huge sewing bag and everyone from old Mrs.
McCane's worn brown lining , monstrosity to the wealthy Mrs. Van
Eaton's creation of satin and ribbon
was overflowing with Its burden of
brown and gray yarn and partially
finished garments for Uncle Sam's
soldier boys.
Myra yawned and turned lailly to
a book In her lap, but somehow she
could not get Interested. A coming
party was uppermost In her mind and
she was having rosy vlsldns of herself In the new satin gown which she
had ordered Just that morning. She
was wondering If she could get slippers
to match the delicate hue of her dress
material, and If she had. better have
her hair done by a hair dresser or trust
to her own nimble fingers to get Just
the correct amount of wave Into the
Pleasant
glossy strands of bronze.
.

SPRAYING POTATOES

WITH A POWER OUTFIT.

(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
Spraying will control Insects and dis-

ease! which cause the yearly loss of
more than 100,000,000 bushels to the
potato crop. If spraying were not now
practiced, the present enormous loss
would be even greater, but sprays are
not used as widely or as thoroughly as
they should be.
Proper spraying controls the dolo
rado potato beetle and late blight the
worst enemies of the potato blister
beetles, flea beetles, cutworms and oth- -

KEEP FARM RECORDS

er caterpillars, leafhoppers, aphlds or
plant lice, early blight, nd other folU
age diseases. For most of the insects
and for the diseases spraying with
bordeaux mixture and arsenate of lead
Is recommended, but for leafhoppers
and plant lice contact sprays, Buch as
nicotine sulphate and emulsions, are
the best. For blight bordeaux mixture
is an effective means of control. Other
methods calculated to help protect the
crop are Jarring and driving, crop rotation and dead cultural practices.
lng enforced. You can help to séB
they are enforced. You cao see that
loafers In your section get a job or go

TO SHOW ACTIVITIES to jail. Every loafer put to work

leases a man who may help on the
farm.
Farmers need hands. Soldiers must
Cash Accounts, Property Assemhave food.
Farmers can't produce
bled, Are of Importance.
food unless they have help. The loafer Is aiding the enemy whether he
means to do so or not. The man so
Often Overlooked Projects Produce dead of spirit as not to realize his paObvitriotic obligation must be forced to
Nearly at Much Money
see It Give the loafers of your town
Carefully
ously Important
undera
Avoid Sudden Changes.
standing of their alternatives. This
Is no time for word mincing or baby
(Prepared by the United States Departtalk.
ment of Agriculture.)
Make him go to work or go to Jail.
When a record Is kept of all the
money taken In and spent on the farm,
at the close of the business year the
cash accounts can be assembled under :i
CITIES MUST HELP
headings that will show exactly what
branch of the farm activities produced
(Prepared by the United States ',
.
Department of Agriculture.)
the dollars and what each required In i
the way of cash expenditure to keep
In any American city It may
going, gome farmers are apt to Judge
come to pass that men who know
of the importance of the various farm I how to chop wood or pick cotton ;
projects by the time it takes to put
or harvest wheat will have to .
them through. To such,, a complete
close their offices' and stores dur- cash Tecord for a year, properly asj lng the periods of seasonal strain
Often ' i and come out and help the farm- sembled, will be an
seemingly unimportant things on the ; era. All the other countries at
farm, such as the flock of poultry, proi war have done that and we must . .
duce nearly as much net cash as the ; do it If the need appears. Ciar- - j ;
obviously Important The year's cash
ence Ousley, Assistant Secretary , .
summary helps the farmer to get a ;( of Agriculture.
better perspective of these things.
In using such records as an aid to
future plans, hasty conclusions should FARM MACHINERY GREAT AID
sot be drawn, nor should snap Judgments be taken. The fact that the
hogs or the corn crop brought in the How One Farmer by Fully Utilizing
His Implements Did the' Work
most net money last year is no reason
of Two Men.
for assuming that all the activities of
the farm henceforth should be devoted
by the United States Departto the sole purpose of hog or corn (Prepared ment
of Agriculture.)
raising. It may be that the keeping
Farm machinery makes It possible In
of cows was partly responsible for some places and at Some times for one
making the bogs so productive of net man to do the work that two did becash, or that the growing of wheat, fore.
clover, or other crops In rotation with
"On a recent trip through the corn
corn made the latter crop much more belt states I saw on one farm two big
Irofitable than it would have been If strong men, each with a team of
grown alone. Similar conditions will horses and a single
plow,
be met with on all farms, and there- following each other around the field,"
fore no sudden changes should be said O. L Christie, assistant to the
made on the basis of what a few ac- secretary of agriculture, who Is supercounts may show.
vising the department's farm labor acOn the other hand, a single year's tivities under the direction of Assistfigures will occasionally indicate that ant Secretary Ousley. "On an adjoinsomething is radically wrong; will ing farm a boy not more than sevenshow where the net expenses of one teen years old was driving four big
plow
farm enterprise is a great drain on the horses hitched to a
net cash returns made by the others. and doing a work equal to If not greatAll phases of such an enterprise er than that accomplished by the two
should be carefully studied and un- men.
less the losses can be assigned to
"On another farm there were two
some reason, such as a bad season, men on one wagon spreading manure
temporarily adverse market condi- with forks, while close by another
tions, epidemics, or similar unusual farmer with three horses and a maconditions, It may often be dropped nure spreader was accomplishing a
with profit
larger amount of work In a more effComparison of the annual figures icient way.
year by year is nother source of profit
"In a similar way the double cutfrom the use of accounts, since by away harrow, the wide cutter bar of
such comparison a true perspective the mower and the binder, the shear,
and insight Into the makeup of the carrier on the grain harvester, the
business Is gained.
milking machine, the farm tractor,
haying tools, and other machinery are
IDLER MUST WORK OR FIGHT making It possible for farmers to handle their work with a materially reduced
number of men."
Releases
a
to
Work
Put
Every Loafer
r.
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Man Who May Help On Farm-FarNeeds Help.
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(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)

STAMPS

FOR FAIR PREMIUMS

Bureau of Agriculture of Lake Charles,
Louisiana, Makes. Splendid
Recommendations.

Work or fight! .
The government makes that mandatory upon every man within the (Prepared by the United States

draft

age.

makes it mandatory upon every man of every age.
If, perchance, there are any idlers
and loafers continuing to lead lives of
uselessness In your town despite war
needs for man power, you can do a
great deal to cause them to change
their course. You can make a complaint to the sheriff or chief of police
or any ofllcer, charging them with vagrancy. If the vagrancy laws are not
being strictly and unrelentingly enforced in your community, yours is
one of the very few places In the United States where those laws are not be- Self-respe-

.

re--

Depart-

ment of Agriculture.)
Why not give War Savings stamps

to prize winners at agricultural fairs!

The bureau of agriculture of the
Lake Charles (Louisiana) chamber of
commerce has suggested that all premiums given by state, county and other
fairs this year be paid In War Savings
stamps. A resolution expressing that
proposal was recently adopted by this
burean of agriculture and Is being
sent to all federal and state officials
Interested and to the proper representatives of fair associations In every
part of the country. The idea Is meet
lng with hearty approval.

,

Near Relations.

It

may be news to many people that
there can be a nearer family relutlon
than that of brothel1 and sister, but a
little miss gave this Information to the
world on the first day Of her attendance at the school.
Accompanied by a small boy, she appeared In the schoolroom, .and the
teacher proceeded to take down the
new pupils' names, which were given
as Ilnlph and Edith Johnson.
"Brother and sister, I suppose," said

d

By MINNIE M. TOWNSEND

(Copyright,

brightened. Across memory's page
Incident
was coming a
The one time when she had really adLIFT OFF CORNS!
mired the lad and forgot his
countenance. She turned animatedly to her brother, anxious to tell
thing Bert
Drop Freezone on a touchy
him of this one worth-whil- e
bad done In her presence.
corn, then lift that corn
"Rob, Bert did have a brave nature,
off with fingers
even though perhaps we didn't realize
It at the time. I remember one beautiful summer day, when he and I were
Doesn't hurt a bit! Drop a little
going home from school together. We Freezone on an aching corn, Instantly
were crossing a swampy field over a that corn stops hurting, then you lift
narrow path. Suddenly a nasty, little It right out. Yes, magic! No humbug I
green snake reared Its head just ahead
of me in the path. Horrified, I squealed
my loudest. Bert, who was chasing a
.
An
butterfly Just in back of me, hurried
tiL
near to see what the trouble was. I
7
suggested that we step aside and let
the reptile go Its way, but Bert em
phatically said no, the younger chil
dren were coming Just behind us and
they, too, would come across the snake.
Though I remonstrated, boldly he took
heavy stones and crushed the menacing creature before the other children

reveries were Interrupted by the Insistent peal of the telephone bell.
Her eager greeting of her dearest
chum was cut short In horrified dismay.

"Cut out the party 1 Surely, you
must be mistaken, Dora why I ordered my dress today. On account of
the war? My soul. This old war makes
me red. I don't see what this country
I wish to
got Into It for, anyhow.
goodness I lived in a warless age
. . What's that make comfort
.
bags Instead of dance? Well, of all
the nonsense. No, I won't help. It
makes me tired. No, I said, Dora.

the teacher pleasantly.
"Oil, no, ma'am, we're twins," was
the little girl's reply.
Makei the laundreu happy that's Red
beautiful, cleat
grocer. Adv.

HVlv

Cross Bug Blue. Makes
white clothes. All good

te

came along."
She paused remlnlscently, and then,
as If some sudden understanding had
taken possession of her, her eyes widened and a new light came Into their

dark depths.
"Oh Rob, I never thought about It in
that light before, but what Bert did
that day was what he tried to do when
he enlisted, wasn't It? It's Just what
all the soldier boys are trying to d- omake this world safer for those who
come after. I see It all now. Oh what
a selfish creature Tve been I Oh Rob,
I-I "
Sobbing, she turned shamed eyes to
her brother, and be, boyishly caught
her against his shoulder and patted her
tousled head comfortingly. After she
had quieted down a bit he arranged
the chair pillows about her In a some
what embarrassed fashion, and then
stood before her eager eyes, asking the
question which his parted Hps were
shyly refusing to do.
Myra sensed the situation Immediately, as she looked np Into his face.
She sighed a bit woefully, but there
was real bravery In her voice as she
said wistfully:
"I know what you are aching to ask,
Rob, seeing that I have been the ob
jector until now."
"Until now does that mean that

A Graveyard1.
Bishop Waterhouse snld at a Los
Angles wedillng breakfust:
"I counsel every girl to he careful
net to marry a selfish man. A selfish
luitl.iinri what unliupplness !
Selfishness," the bishop added solemnly, "1h a graveyard, It takes In all
It cim get, and never gives anything
back."

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTOItIA, that famous old 'remedy
for Infants and children, and see that It
Res ra tti
A tiny bottle of Freezone costs but a
few cents at any drug store, but Is suf- Signature
ficient to remove every hard corn, soft In Use for Over 30 Years.
corn, or corn between the toes, and the Children Cry for Fletcher'a Castorisj

rtÚtAÁ7ÉÁ

calluses, without soreness or irritation.
Freezone is the sensational discovery of a Cincinnati genius. It isjppon-derfu- l.

Up Against It
"This daylight saving scheme Is
rough on the bashful young fellow who
goes courting."
"How so?"

Adv.
No Earthly Chance.
A native of Glusgow was seeing his
prosperous cousin off by the night
train to London.
"Mon, David," he said, as they waited, "wud ye no like to leave me a
shullln' or sue toe drink yer health
an' a safe Journey?"
David shook his head regretfully, as
he thrust his hands tight into his pock-

"He hasn't the nerve to drop around
until It gets dark, and then It's time
to go home." -

Spurgeon's Philosophy.
To get we must give; to aecum
late, we must scatter; to make ourselves happy, we must make others
happy. C. H. Spurgeon.

ets.

"A'm awfu' sorry, Snndy," he reBroken promises make a mighty
"A' the few shullln's I can poor
plied.
foundation for a good character.
spore I send tae ma pulr auld moth-

er."
"Hoots awa 1" retorted Sandy. "An
jist the lther day yer auld mlther telt
me ye nivlr sent her a penny piece!"
"Well, then," said David pkicldly,
"if I nivlr send onythlng tae that pulr
auld soul, whit chance dae ye think
ye stanT

HII ft Save

Clear Your Skin

you consent, Sis?"
She nodded, though it cost her ft
brave effort.
"Yes, I couldn't say otherwise now,
Rob. Uncle Sam needs every young
Good Model, Anyway.
man, and and Bert's place In the
Myrt I can't understand why you
empty."
Is
ranks
He
"Thank you, Sis, he does need us, care so much for Mr. Rewral.
By."
to me. Imagine
seems
to
much
so
Tve
wanted
one,
every
and
easy
chair,
Myra returned to her
a mun coming to see you and going
pouting dreadfully. She caught up the answer the call. I know motherU be home at ten o'clock.
,
book she had tried to read and flung glad."
Gert Well, he may seem like an old
enMrs.
Crane
when
later,
An
hour
library
table.
It to a far corner of the
model, but you got to give him credit
Her childish spite thus appeased, she tered the house, smiling happily with foi having a
spent,
a
slumped
down Into the luxuriant the thought of a morning well
depths of the chair and sulked herself distinct odor of scorched potatoes
Imagination, Not Romance.
crept up her nose. Hurrying into the
to sleep.
She Do you think that people are
room,
a
sitting
Her brother awakened her later by kitchen . through the
less romantic and Imaginative after
flinging the morning newspaper Into surprising sight met her eyes.
married"? of they are
Molly, supremely unconscious
her lap. Myra turned lazily to the
know about the romanHe
I
don't
woman's page and read the fashion burnt potatoes, was busily superintend tic part of It, but If they are going to
cross,
try to explain everything they've got
talk first Then she skimmed the love- ing the cutting out of a big red
fingers were
lorn letters and read the next chapter while Myra's untrained
to be more Imaginative.
The
following
instructions.
In a thrilling serial of love and ad- clumsily
venture. That digested, she turned In hoy, whistling happily, was gathering
1 sMKVTT
up the remains of tan silk, from which
a bored fashion to the Jokes.
sewing bag, hanging across
One or two rather scandalons head- the dainty
arm, had been cut
lines caught her eye, but as far as the the chair
At a glance the mother knew that
remainder of the paper was concerned
happened, and
It might Jurt as well have been blank. something unusual hadeverything else
potatoes
and
burnt
wistful
Her brother finally turned
she heard the
eyes toward the feminine heap In the were forgotten until
story of the casualty list and how it

I
I

Il

!

With Cuticura
p, Olut., Talcum
Sump)
o. Mcli.
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ttoft S, lam,"
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DAISY FLY KILLER

Til.

daughhe Inquired glum- had awakened the heart of her
"Awful, isn't
last.
at
ter
ly.
With her arms about her daughter,
Myra surveyed him lazily. "What's
mother's eyes looked over the
the
awful, Bob?"
smiled bravely,
"Didn't you read the war news?" he bronze tresses and who was soon to
proudly at her son,
asked sharply.
be one of Uncle Sam's soldier boys.
She grunted In disgust :
"I should say not ; I hear enough of
the old war. Why, just think, Bob, WHEN PLINY VISITED BELGIUM
they've postponed our club party on
account of the war, and I ordered my Great Roman Has Left Us an Interesting Description of Country
dress "
as He Saw It
"Myra I"
There was a new note In her brothPliny, the learned and Industrious
er's voice. She glanced up quickly,
and the expression on his face made Roman naturalist, who perished In the
her get slowly to her feet, her eyes eruption of Vesuvius, 79 A. D., visited,
In the course of his duttes as an offwide and questioning.
he
that,"
icial of the Roman empire, the heroic
like
you
talk
dare
"Don't
country which we call Belgium. It Is
continued, huskily. "An old party
and real men dying for their country Interesting, comments the Protection-

Itr

and for right Read that"
Mechanically she took the sheet he
held out to her and glanced over it
carelessly, as though a cursory look
would reveal the cause of his perturbation. "Do you mean this, Bob? Why,
it's only a list of the casualties," she
said, reprovingly, as though such a list
could be of no special Interest to them.
"Only I Read 'em, I said."
'
Dumfounded, she read them down
Suddenly she stiffened, peered closer at
the printed sheet and then turned In a
bewildered fashion to her brother.
'Tt can't be he, Rob; why, Bert was
only a boy just a boy he can't be
dead."
"It Is true. He was only a boy, but
he died for his country, while you
hate to give up an old party."
She did not heed the reproof. Staring at the familiar name, she was harking back over the year to their high
school days. Albert Blake had graduated In her class, Just barely acquiring the necessary points to let him
pass out into the world with a diploma:
Back over the years she slipped. In
the grammar grades he was a big, overgrown tease. Too silly to be really
popular, he had laughed his way
through the grades. The feminine portion of the school had always steered
d
clear of him, as wherever a jolly,
face shone there was always
to be heard the squeal of a
lass.
Myra's eyes were misty as she remembered
the bey. Suddenly she
.

good-nature-

hair-pulle- d

ist, to recall his description of this
country.
"There," he wrote, "the ocean pours
In Its flood twice every day, and produces a perpetual uncertainty whether the country may be considered as a
part of the continent, or of the sea.
The wretched Inhabitants take refuge
on the sand hills or In little huts,
which they construct on the summits
of lofty stakes, whose elevation Is conformable to that of the highest tides.
"When the sea rises they appear
like navigators; when It retires they
seem as though they had been shipwrecked. They subsist on the fish left
by the refluent waters and which they
catch In nets formed of rushes or seaweed. Neither tree nor shrub is visible on these shores. The drink of the
people is rain water, which they preserve with great care; their fuel, a
sort of turf, which they gather and
form with the hands. And yet the unfortunate beings dare to complain
against their fate when they fall under the power and are incorporated
with the empire of Rome!"
Schwab's Only Political Speech.

"I have only one political speech to
my credit " says Charles M. Schwab In
his article, "The Shipbuilder's Job,"
In the June Forum. "It was mode over
at Braddock thirty years ago when I
was young and impulsive. I urged the
election of the Republican ticket As
a consequence, or a fact, the town
went Democratic for the first and only
time, I believe, since the Civil war."
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Where in Westers Canada you can buy at from
$15 to 930 per acre good farm laad that will raise
20 to 45 bushels to the acre ef 2 wheat - its
easv to furore the orofits. Many Western Canadian
farmers (scores of them from the U. S.) have paid for their land from a
profit on labor and investment
single crop. Such an opportunity for 100

L

S

--

la worth investigation.

Canada extends to you a hearty Invitation to settle on her

Free Homestead Lands of 160 Acres Each

or secure some of the low priced lands in Manitoba, Saskatchewan er
Alberta. Think what yon can make with wheat at $2 a bushel and land so fj
easy to get Wonderful yields also of Oats. Barley and ,tl1,
Flax. Mixed faming and cattle raising.
farailway
agreeable;
V
The climate is healthful and
1
cilitiee excellent good schools and churches convenient V il 11JL1 V.
Write for literature and particulars as to reduced railway
rates to Supt Immigration, Ottawa, Canada, or to

f"
ir,
1

W. V. BENNETT

Room At Dee Bldgn Omaha. Neb.
Csnadlan QoTernment Aftnt

MS M
o r Yew
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How to Avoid the Digestive Miseries
That Hot Weather Brings
Cold drinks in hot weather are bad
enough for any stomach but doubly so.
In (aot, dangerous when the stomach
la out of fix and von suffer from indiheartgestion, acidity,
burn, sour stomach, and that awful
puffed-up- ,
bloated condition after eating. In fact, all stomach and bowel
miserieo are greatly aggravated in hot
weather. Yon can't be too careful.
Sunstroke can be traced in many cases
Everyone should
to poor digestion.
watch their stomach in hot weather.
Keep it sweet and cool. Here Is an
easy and pleaaant way to correct stomach ills. A compound has been discovered which surely takes up the
harmful juices and gases from the e tomín ach, leaving it sweet, clean, cool and
You won't know you
comfortable.
have a stomach if yon take one or two
g,

'

EATONIO tablets after your meal, so
light and pain-fre- e
yon will feel. ,
There is not a harmful thing in
EATONIO tablets. They taste fine!
Just like eating candy. Druggists will
tell you that EATONIO users say they
never dreamed anything could givt
such quick and wonderful results; you
can insure yourself a good, cool, sweet
stomach, von can eat what yon like.
and always have the appetite to eat it.
EATUNMJ is absolutely guaranteed.
Get a box from your druggist today.
Use it to get rid of and prevent the
stomach and bowel troubles that are
bound to come in bot weather. If
EATONIO fails, return to your druggist and get your fifty cents back. If
yon cannot obtain EATONIC where
you live drop a card to Eatonlc Remedy
Co. , Chicago, 111. They will mail yon
a box at once.
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in the Blacksmithing,
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BELIEVE IN THE UNITED
5TATES OF AMERICA, AS A
GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE,
BY THE PEOPLE, FOR THE PEOPLE, WHOSE JUST POWERS ARE
DERIVED FROM THE CONSENT
OF THE GOVERNED: A DEMOCRACY IN A REPUBLIC: A SOVEREIGN NATION OF SOVEREIGN
UNION
A PERFECT
STATES;
ONE AND INSEPARABLE, ESTABLISHED UPON THE PRINCIPLES
OF FREEDOM, EQUALITY, JUSTICE AND HUMANITY,
BELIEVE IT
I THEREFORE
COUNTRY
MY
TO
DUTY
MY
IS
TO LOVE IT; TO SUPPORT ITS
TO OBEY ITS
CONSTITUTION
LAWS: TO RESPECT ITS FLAG:
AND TO DEFEND IT AGAINST
ALL ENEMIES-

C. U. Strong, County Treasurer,

Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.

.

Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being
straightened out and we are also prepared
furnish Abstracts on these Lands.
iV

Y. P. S. C. E,
Myka O. Defrees, President
ItliSS LILLIAN GlUNKH, Sec'y.
Meets nt the Christian Church,
Roy, N. M., every Sunday even-

WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPART MENTJJ
Al

Matter entrusted to us dispatched with Promptness and Acouroy
Your BusluKiu Kt spectiully Solicited .

ing at7o'cNick.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.
I

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
at the Catholic
4th Sundays
Roy, N. M.
Church.

We handle the well known
iineof "OPALINE" auto and

"Amazon" 5,000

oils.

gas-engin- e

Gasoline
mile
Filling station and FREE AIR.
REMEMBR: we can supply you
with anything, from a cotter-pito an Automobile. If we havent
it in stock will get it for you,
SUPER-TIRE-

S,

Prairie View

ooooooooooooo
Mr. Hugh Martin and two of

Rev. Fr.

Methodist Episcopal Church

At Reasonable Rates.
Expert

and paid his subscription another
expresses
He
year ahead.

Repecir Work

-

(iNcoiu'OKATLD)

ROY,

summer.

W4

3rd Sunday
Church

Mechanics-GASOLIN-

STA.

C.B. STUBBLEFIELD &Co.

'

E.

Monday July 22d, 1918
At 10 o'clock, A. M.

15 Head, Brood Mares & Colts.

men-"Ircdycer-

f

2 yearling fillies,

5 extra good Milch Cows

--

;

,

An item of r.ews from our boys
in the ranks is always appreiate-e- d
by those at home.
This item comes from Camp
Matry, Austin Texas concerning
one of our latest volunteers
Ernest Anderso- n- Helms been
taking a course in the school of
Machanics. After examinations
the boys were classified into
groups, Chassis Men, truck drivers
w;re largest, Engine men next
Machine shop works, then Ignition and Carburation and next
Ignition being the
highest grade branch, and a
limited field, only a few' get
it. We rejoice with Ernest in
passing this examination and
would like to quote his own
words here iu saying that "I was
classified as an Ignition" and
which
Carburetion Specialist
means I have gained the highest
study here which only a few here
tan have as it is a limited field
e.

as the hardest".
This is the kind of report we
l!kft tn have from our boys, and
we are justly proud of the
honor it confers upon them and
upon us; as we know it was only
gained by hard study and a
determination to rise to the top
no matter how hard it might be.
3

"Wilkes" Mare, saddle gaited, 6yrs, lOOOlbs.
Black Stud Colt, yearling' and extra good.

well

Enforbement of the Speed
Ordinance has kept police Court
busy of late. , The Judge has
been easy with first offences but
he has a good memory fcr the
second time.

gallon cow,
Red Durham 8yrs, 12001b, a
"
7
7yrs, 1150,
3
Red Durham Syrs, lOOOlbs.
2 other good milch cows and 2 calves.
4- -

Jersey-Durha-

13

m

Registered Boar wt. 3001bs.
Shoats,

6

Hogs

Poland-Chin- a

Full-Bl'- d

three-month-

s

Brood Sows,
old Tigs.
2

4

farm wagons, hay rack, good buggy, 4 sets
heavy leather harness, light leather harness,

3 new

.

extra-goo- d

buggy-harnes-

Proprietor

W. C. Heaton,

J--

J--

w

3d

Household Goods
New Majestic steel range, new
bles, chiffonier, 2 iron bedsteads,
and other articles.
2 roekvrs,

base-burn-

er

heater,

cupboard,

4

2 ta-

chairs,

.

at Liberty, 11A.M.:.
Solano,

3,

P.

M.

.

R. L. MATTHEW", Pastor,

BAPTIST

LETTERS
ADVERTISED
Roy, Mora Co. New Mexico,

July

First Sunday in each month...
Service? 11, A. M., 7.30, P. M. .
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor

El Dorado Hotel

CHRISTIAN

Under new Management

13, 1918

The following is a list ofletters
remaining in the Post Oflice, at
Roy, New Mexico for more than
fourteen days prior to July 13th
Senor Jose Belles
Mr. Max Cruz,
Miss Maud Burns,
Mr. A. J. Robinson,
Miss Doloritas Cordova
'
Juan Pablo Cordova,
Mr. Porfirio De Hernandez
Mr. J. L. Harkey,
Lucos E. Gallegos,
The above letters will remain

ROY

Charles Chapman, Proprietor,

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

Services 2d Sunday ofeacb
Í month at 11 a. m.
8,00 PM.
Steam Heated,
Free Baths,
Sunday
4th
each
of
month Xati
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
11.00
and
8.00
p..m.
a.m.
A quiet, homelike Hotel
Communion service at the, morn-,- ,
one block from
ing service.
in the
the-Depo-

Main Business

Tourists and

District

PLEASANT VIEW
First Sunday each Month at.3,.
p.m.

Land-Seeke- rs

Will find thi3 the right place.

MILLS
3rd Sunday at 11.00 a. m. 8P.M..
O. W. IIEARN, Pastor..

Lost, Strayed or Stolen
Black Filly two years old branded ftD on left .hip.
Fayette Livingston.
Notify
Solano N. M.
--

"ADVERTISED" for fourteen
Aiys and if uncalled for nt the
end of that time, same will' be
sent to the Division of Dead LetBen Floersheim was down from
ters, San Francisco California.
Jaritas ranch Tuesday.
When calling for above letters
please say "ADVERTISED."
Mrs. Chas Weatherill, and
One cent postage Due will be
daughter, of Mills, came to
little
collected on any of the above
Roy Tuesday to visit her parents
letters delivered.
R.
Mr. and Mrs.

Wm. U.

A. Pendleton.

Johnson, P.M.'
STRAYED:
Bull

A 2 year-ol- d

White-Face- d

with large horns,
Branded, U """"right shoulder,
Last seen
tips of "ears cut off.
near head of Burro Canyon.
Reward for information leading
28.
to recovery of said animal.

LAND PLATS of ail kinds
Abstracts of U. S. Land
MAPS.
Office Records,

LODGE DIRECTORS

I. Oí O. F.
HOMESTEAD LODGE 46.
Meets at. its own Hall,
Ever? Wednesday
Evening
Visiting Iirothers always welcome.
Cíias. A.

J. E. WilJman,

Peare,

N.

G.

Sec'y.

Rebekah Degree

'

Prompt Attention

C.N. ROARK
Clavton New Mex.

H. D. UPTON.

on ReserWANTED
Miami,
near
voir Construction at
work,
Steady
Springer, N. M,
Good wages.
r
J, R. Trimmer. Engineer,
Care Farmers Developement Co.

Solano, N.M.

JACK P. MILLS
U. S. Commissioner

r,

2

M..
M

11 A.M.;
7 .M.

Bradley,
Mosquero,

Sjnday,

2nd & 4th Sundays

16-di- sc

1--

11 A.
t Mosquero,
Bradley, 7.00 P.

1st Sunday

w

corn-plante-

Pastor

SERVICES ON SOLANO CIRCUIT"

s,

chain harness, 12in
Gang Plow, Emerson
Dfsc Gang, walking plar.v,
lister, steel harrow
weeder, disc sled cultivator,
Oliver
disc riding cultivator, reversible disc, Deering corn bipder new,
Hoosier drill, Mc. mower, cream sepa1
incubator,
rator,
HP. gasoline engine,
cultivator,

.

at Roy Christian
11 am aryl 7:30pm j

2nd and 4th Sunday at Mills
11 a m and 7:30 p m.i

New Mex.

ninety pound

Farm Machinery

,

ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT
Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11 a m and 7:30 p m.

Cars Housed and Cared for

F.'E. EpPs, drifted in last week

Felix Vachon,
Priest in charge,

and LIVERY

w

Mrs. Ben Grunig and children
visited at the L. E. Duebler home
Sunday.

Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.

oy Garage

GILSTRAP BRO'S,
Roy, New Mex.

genuine sympathy for farmers
here in the dry streak and saysthey have had plenty of rain all

r yM,

THE UNIVERSAL. CAff

Our prices are reasonable.

his daughters arrived from Alva
Okla. last Monday. Mr. Martin
came out to fee about his crops,
and help his
who is
living on his farm to harvest.
They drove out to the T. R.
Pint home Tuesday afternoon and
visited" their old friends. They
will return home next (Tuesday.

&

7,1

Public Sale

,

1

'

e.

Ab W7agoner was in town Tues
The Prairie View reighbor-hoo- d day from his ranch at Chateau.
We are in receipt of sample
went on a picnic in the La He is complaining of dry weather
Registration Card for "Vagrants
in spite of all the rain he has
Loafers and Labor Slackers, from Cinta Canyon Sunday.
had.
Deof
the N.M. State Council
fense. Many of these cards have
been sent here to be filled out on
cases warranting, them. It is intended to get the number of
every loafer and would look bad
filled out for some fellows we
I will offer at Public Auction on
have known. It includes men
the
Sears
Ranch,
16 miles N.E. Mills, 19 North of
from 13 to CO years Some of the
S-Roy,
2
Chateau
School,
does
he
How
question s are
provide
spend his time Does he
for his family? How much contributed to War Fund- s- Who
provides for him? What does he
spend his money for? and other
Hoover Time
equally personal questions. This
The Following Property
does not apply to tourists and
it
but
students,
or
health seekers
does get some very useless peo
ple. We are glad it doesnt
Grey Mare 7yrs. 14501bs, and 2 sucking mare Colts.
for it would
Clack Mare, 6yrs, 15001bs. and mare colt.
'catena lot of our best farmers
2 Grey Mares, 7yrs, wt. 14 and 15001bs.
this year if it dont rain soon and
Bay Mare 7yrs, 11501bs and horse colt.
Jiard,
Sorrel Mare 4yrs, 1100. Bay Horse 7yrs,wt 1100,

Red Pigs, six
FOR SALE
weeks old. see
G. R. ABERNATIIY, Roy,

Church Directory

SCHOOL"
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
xour
at Christian Churcn.
necessary.
is
presence
F, E. IVEY Supt

Mora, New Mexico

n

son-in-la-

J. Taylor, Abstractor

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

Ma-

We have, or soon will have,
as soon as our stock arrives, a
full line of automobile Tires, Tubes, Repairs and Accessories and
anything we dont happen to have
we will get for you if it is geta-bl-

Tom.

""'".UNION SUNDAY

chine Work or Automobile
lines.

!

I

;

Having leased the VARIETY MACHINE WORKS and
GARAGE, we wish to announce that we are prepared to take care of your need

the VARIETY
Having lease
IRVIN OGDEN, SR.
WORKS and GAR-- I
MACHINE
EDITOR AM) PUBLISHER
AGE, TO Gilstrap Bros. We wish
to ask all those having accounts
Sutiirriptioii $1.5!) Per Yur
matter at the with us, to please settle same,
Entered ns
postcfiice in Koy, New Mexico.
leaving the amount with the ROY
TRUST & SAVINGS Dank.
We wish to thank you for your
prompt attention in this matter
and also for the patronage you
have given us in the past. We
wish to further say that you
will find Gilstrap Bros, prepared
to carry on the business of the
This paper has enlisted VARIETY MACHINE WORKS
Víiíhthe government in the in even better shape than we
cause of America for the did and also assure you that you
period of the war
will make no mistake in giving
them your patronage.
The American's Creed
C. E. ANDERSON & SONS.
o

ttelf

N

Notice

Notice

The Spanish American

SPANISH-AMERICA-

' Filings, Proofs and all
land matters.
Also Surveys and Plats.

Prompt Attention
Office atSoiano, New Nexico..

--

HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Moots 1st. and. 3rd Friday
Evening each month
I.. O.O. F. Hall
Miss Lillian Gklmer. N. C
Mis.Grace V Ogden Sec,y.
Visiting Sisters welcome

J.

B.-LUS-

K

Attorney

at Lav

Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to me

TERMS
A credit of 4i months will be given on all sums over $10.
Purchaser giving bankable note or approved Security, without interest if paid when due.If not. paid when due, to bear
if terest at the rate of 12 percent from date of sale until paid
10 percent discount for cash on sums over $10.00. Sums under $10.00"Cash in hand. No property to be removed until
settled for

WX.Halferty ?Own'r
Col. F. O. WHITE, Mills, N. M., Auctioneer,

Lunch served at noon.

Roy Telephone Co.
Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's
ROY, N. M.

Office and Exchange,
Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

ROY

? SELLING OUT?
Then you will have a

public sale, era

PHONE at Springer.

E

Abbott, Taylor Springs
Solano, Mosquero,
'
Lines conand intermediate poiuts.
ServiceEfficient
Roy City Exchange,
nected.
Mills,

Rural-Communi-

ty

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

NEW MEXICO

There's only one REAL Auctioneer in the Country, Thats - -

Col. F.O.WHITE.
His address is MILLS N. M.
You can have SALE BILLS
printed and make dates at the

Spanish-America-

n

New Mexico,

Office.

Roy.

THE

MOT EEYOND ENEMY'S REACH

There Is Scarcely a Cpct In a Bcü'csr-er;Country Thst Cannot Bs Attacked With Modern Equipment
far

t

Por

grcafr'St

of revolutions
was the," Industrial revolution Unit,
brond change 'in human society wbicli
attended the fcuppiuntiug of home
'by machine factory production. Talco liny conspicuous detail In
which tin.' nineteenth century differs
from the eighteenth, nnd you will probably ilnil Unit It runs buck finally to
n .mechanical invention. Throughout
s
of the century the condition
of society was determined lunch more
by the state of the niechnr.lciil arts
than by politician.", warriors or teachT.y

the.

v

now
distinguished economist
A
urges that this same factor the state
of the mechanical arts Is pushing
war olt the stngo, and of Itself necessitates a new relationship among lead-In- s
nations by which peace may be assured.
Mechanical science has already vast-

-

'

Home Companion : "We cannot afford
to have young people feel that they
have no part to play in the nation's
heroic struggle, that they may go on
amusing themselves in the old careless
fashion while men ace dyiug for their
safety. The rites and ceremonies of
coming out' may well be omitted, or
at least simplified. We have grown
to attach n tremendous but Wholly
mythical Importance to a girl's first
season, to regard it as something sacred and inviolable, with which no
cataclysm should be permitted to In
terfere, and for which no sacrifice Is
too great. It is not nn uncommon
thing to hear the death of a distinguished citizen regretted because It
interferes with the coming out of an
niece. If the war helps to
moderate this point of view It will
have done us one good turn. If n girl
decides to take a hospital course instead of devoting her winter to gayety,
.she chooses wisely.
Her health will
be conserved, her heart and mind expanded."
'

'

'

Women In Trousero.
The question of whether women as
the result of the war .should wear
troiisiTettos is being solved without
holding conventions and without the
aid of those who have heretofore made
the fashions, says the Omaha yVorld- Ilerhld. In Vancouver, li. C, there
was an enormous berry crop, cultivated and wild, and there was only
d
enough labor in sight to gather
of it. Frantic with the thought
of so much loss, the people appealed
to the government. The first proposition was to ship In two or three thousand Chinese coolies. The women up
there said that would result in two
or three thousand more to feed and
they made an appeal to the women
and girls of the province. In a few
days inore than 2,000 were enlisted.
The briars and brambles of the fruit
field would make short' work of skirts
and the women all donned trousers
The army was drawn from all walks
of life.
one-thir-

Conserving Niagara's Power.
Anyone that has seen an Ice gorge
on the Niagara river breaking up has
a vivid reminder of titanic might let
loose. Millions of tons of solid material are then driven onward by the
cumulative. Impulse of the slightly
Impounded or checked waters. Plainly this is n peril that would have to be
reckoned with by anyone building scattered power stations along the stretch
of the gorge. The plants would face
well nlgti certain and complete destruction sooner or later. Of course
the cheapest way to benefit by the
river Is to use as much of the water
nt the. Falls as the two governments
concerned will permit, and then, after
the diverted flow hag returned to the
river below the cataract to employ the
full volume of the tidal prism. That Is
what Is contemplated In the erection of
Exchange.
K dam ut Foster's Flats.

endo.

Alimentar & nuestros soldados
en Europa para que no carezcan
Guardar los precios constantes
y uniforme la corriente de distribución para que pueda recibir
alimentos el pobre en este pata.
Hacer contar lo más posible el
esfuerzo de cada uno para ganar
la guerra de la libertad,
EL MANEJO DE LOS ALIMENTOS EN AMERICA ES DEL Y
PARA EL PUEDLO.

ers.

ADMINISTRADORES DE CONDADO
NOMBRADOS POR EL SR. ELY.
El Administrador de Alimentos del
estado, el Sr. Ralph C. Ely, ha nombrado á administradores de alimentos
de condado en cada uno de los condados de Nuevo Mexico. Ellos se ocuparan de los asuntos de la administración de alimentos, de la observancia
forzosa de los reglamentos, etc. .en todos los condados y el pueblo se puede
dirigir á esos administradores por
cal-qui-

Informe quo quiera.

Los admin-

istradores se reunieron en conferencia
con el Sr. Ely en Albuquerque después
de bu nominación y discutieron algunas cuestiones Importantes de su
misión. Los administradores para los
cjndados son los que siguen:
Chaves, Clark Dillcy, Roswell; Col-faT. C. Hill, Dawson; Curry, Charles
Scheurlch, Clovis; Doña Ana, Lytton
R. Taylor,
Las Cruces; Eddy, Will
Purdy, Carlsbad; Grant, J. E. Evans,
Tyrone; Graiit, J, C. Cordy, Lords-burg- ;
George II. Smith,
Guadalupe,
Santa Rosa; Luna, Fred Sherman,
A. T., Hannett,
McKinley,
Deming;
Gallup; Mora, Frank Roy, Roy; Otaro,
J. II. McRhea, Alamogordo; Quay, M.
13. Goldenberg,
Tucumcari; Rio Arriba, R. R. Reulh, Española; Rio Arriba,
A. A. Ribera, Tierra Amarilla; Roosevelt, Dr. R. H. Bailey, Portales,-N- . M.;
Sandoval, Philip Jaegeis, Bernalillo;
San Juan, Judge Parmer, Aztec; San
Miguel, Doña Id Stewart, Las Vegas;
Santa Fé, Melvln T. Dunlavy, Santa
Fé; Sierra, J. A. Dye, Hillsboro; Socorro, Jorge Curry, Socorro; Taos, Fidel Córdova, Taos; Torrance, Neal
Jensen, Estancia; Unión, H. H. Erritt,
Clayton; Valencia, John Becker, Jr.,
Belén; Do Baca, O. B. Erickson, Fort
Sumner.
EL

CONGRESO DE MADRE-HIJSE VUELVE CUERPO
PERMANENTE. ,

Una fuerte, activa y permanente organización de los patriotas de conservación doméstica de Nuevo Mexico fué
el resultado evidente del gran concempuesto de 450
greso de Madre-Hijmujeres de Nuevo, Mexico celebrado
en Albuquerque la semana de Junio
El Congreso fué convertido en
una organización permanente que se
reunirá anualmente, con la Sra. Isaaj
Barth, Presidente, la Señora W. W.
Spectrum, primera Vicepresidente, la
Sra. C. C. Meacham, segunda vicepresidente, la Sra. Anna W. Strun-quissecretaria corresponsal y la Sra.
J. I. Burr, tesorera. Las vicepresidentes para representar las varias organizaciones do mujeres fueron elegidas
como sigue: La Sra. E. C. do Bremont,
Mujeres del Ejército Americano; la
Sra. M. C. Meehem, La Cruz Roja; la
Sro. C. E. Mason, Federación de estado de los Clubos de Mujeres; la Sra.
Walter nanbnrg, Comité de la Mujer
del Consejo de la Defensa Nacional;
la Sra. C. E. Nutter, W. C. T. U.; la
Srita. Isabel Ecclos, Associaclón Educacional de Nuevo Mexico.
Antes de separarse el Congreso
adoptó una resolución suplicando al
Presidente y al Congreso por una ley
prohibiendo el uso de substancias alimenticias para la fabricación de licores y el uso de .combustibles por el
mismo fin.
a
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18th, little Dallas Powell, aged
two years, son of Mr. puis Mrs. G
W. Powell, while out playing was
kicked on the back of the head
by a horse and rendred unconscious. He was discovered by
Miss Fay Myers who gave alarm
and all that was possible was
done for him. He was rushed to
the Plumlee Hospital in Roy but
died before reaching there. The
blow woulq have crushed- the
skull of an adult.
Dallas Uvalda, was the youngest son of the Powell family and
his age was two years, four
months and 23 day. Parents and
two brothers survive him one
brother and two sisters having
proceeded him in death.
Funeral services were conduct
ed by Rev's Howell and Picked
and the remains laid to rest in
the new Mofax Cemetery.
The little boy has gained a
very warm place ia the hearts of
all the community and the sorrow
and grief of the parents is shared
by a large circle of friends.

Still dry beans need rain but
weeds grow nicely without.
Steve Powell has been working at Springer. He was called
home by thejiccident.
Mr. Dyke and sons are heading

wheat for John Everett this
week.

IMPORTANTE ES ECONO-MIZAR LA PROVISION DE
' AZUCAR.

tbey finish.",

Don! lei a

Slick Stranger

band you his
Get- - fcich-Quic- k

.

r

ft-
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NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

June

i

,

1

'

--

I

J

18 , 1918.

Notice is hereby given thatThonm
Bowman, of .Solano Mora County, N
M. , who, on Nov. 18, 1914. made Home
stead entry No. 018797 for NEi.Sec.22,
and NwJ Sec. 23
Twp. 18 N., R. 27 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention tc
make lir.ul three year proof, to establish claim to the land above described,
before Jack P. Mills, L S, Commissioner, at his office Solano, N. M., on
on Aug. 10, 1918.

i

is

-

vM'

v.

J
t

Claimant names as witnesses:
J W áowman
J w Beckman
A G Trujillo
John Horton
all of Solano N M
PAZ VALVERDE,
negistei

s
"THE WOODS ARE FULL" OF SMOOTH, PLAUSIBLE
MEN WHO ARE GOING AROUND PEDDLING MOST ENTIC-IN- C
THEY HAVE GOLD ENGRAVED CERTIFI-ATE- S
SCHEMES.
AND A CONVINCING LINE OF TALK: BUT THEY ARK
x
SWINDLERS.
IF THEY HAD SOMETHING THAT WAS ANY GOOD, YOU
COULD GET IT FROM YOUR BANKE- R- OR YOU COULDN'T
GET IT AT ALL.
PUT YOUR MONEY IN OUR BANK; WE WILL CHEERFULLY
ADVISE YOU HOW TO INVEST IT SAFELY.

0

FOft PUBLICATION

NOTICE

J i

NEJ-NW-

THAT'S

OUR BUSINESSl

COMETO OUR BANK,

Roy Trust& Savings Bank
Improved Farm for Sale

Southwestern Hotel

0

For ninety days I will offer my
farm of 320 acres at Liberty
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
School 13 miles northeast of Roy
department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M
for $4,200.00, cash
Juno 12, 1918
This farm is well improved has
Notice is hereby given that
good new house of 6 rooms, good
Pacomio Velasfruez of Albert New Mex
well and windmill, barn, all fencvho.on Jan. 22 1913 Aug. 16,19,15 made
cultiva!
Homestead Entry
for ed and 1G0 acres' under
and
Delivery,
i
Section 12, T 20 N. R 28E tion, Rural Free
School
to
J
Sec.18;
Sec. 7.
telephone, 200 yards
7
Township and church, Good young orchard,
Section
29 li.
20 N,
N. M. P.
Range
of three acres with shade trees
M., has filed notice of intention to
neighbormake three year proof, to establish and windbreak. Good
;laim to the land above described, be hood .
Apply to
fore W.H. Willcox U.S. Commissioner
L. A. CANOX Roy N.M.
No.017180-020P8-

ROY,

N. M.

Mrs. J.N. Renfro, Prop'r.
Large,

Refurnished
thruout,
comfortable Rooms,

First Class Dining Room Service

Transcicnt Trade Solicited.

SEJ-SE-

S--

STRAYED: -- Bay colt, one yr,
old, unbonded, Reward for in
formation leading to recovery.

l . A. SMITH, Koy,

W.

M.

L. A. Canon is again enjoying
the use of his auto whicn has
been in the hospital for some
tune.
0

PIGS FOR

SALE:-A- 11

sizes

any number.

Call on
ÜKUVVN,
Koy, N. M.
S.
tf.
Santiago Loped was operated

on ior Appendicitis at the Plumlee Hospital Sunday. He Is a

Si-S-

NEJ-NW-

V.J-SW-

at

Clayton, New Mexico,

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
July 14 1918
Notice is hereby given that
Juanita Rodriguez of Wagon Mound
La compra y venta de azúcar para
conservar alimentos bajo el plan deV N.M. who on Oct. 5ih 1914 made home
certificado han abusado mucho del stead entry m 021943,.for
Section 29 Township 21 N. Range
privilegio por todo el paja. A los comr. Meridian, has
erciantes se les pide no vender por 21 E. N. M'
mils de 25 libras para conservar frutas filed notice of intention to make Three
y legumbres sin tener cuenta de ,1a su- year proof to establish claim to the
ma indicada en el certificado y con- land above described, before Stanley
cesiones adicionales no se pueden ob- A. Foutz, U. S. Commissioner at Wagtener sino con permiso especial de es- on Mound, N. M., on the': 2Sth
day of
ta eficina.
Aug. 1918
La Bltuaclón del azúcar es bastante
Claimant names as witnesses:
delicada y demanda lo supremo de un
servicio de sacrificios de parte del
Lauriano Bernal,
Porfirio Duran,
pueblo muestro. No es hoy el dfa de
Jose Vecere, Maxamiliano Graham,
almaoenar ni de vivir lujosamente.
all of Wagon Mound, N. M.
Haga el favor.de urgir & sus direcDELGADO, Register
FRANCISCO
toras de casas hagan todo su posible
en secar frutas, y conservar solo en
casos indispensables.
I can loan you MONEY on your
De Usted atentamente,
RALPH C. ELY,
Final Receipt as well as on PatAdministrador Federal de Alimentos.
Loa Mercaderas, Fondas de
Cualquier Clase, Panaderías, Periódicos y Agentes de. Condado.

ented or Deeded land. Come let
us talk to you about your loan, i

El Vicepresidente Marshall dice que
o
en estos dfas, la única cuestión de
J. E. WILDMAN,
queseada Americano que piense
bien deberla pedir á la autoridad de su
Loan and Insurance Agency,
conciencia, á Dios, es 'Señor' i que Office at'residence,
ROY, N.M.
queréis que hago yo?'

C F Wright
G G Leach

J L Smith
Win. (J. Johnson

Ail of Roy New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE,

Register.
NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

'i

Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
June 19, 1918
Notice is hereby given that Robert L,
Sansbury, of Koy N.M. who on Dec. 17
1914 made Homestead
Entry No.

for

14

Sec. 13, Twp, 19N.
Unff. 25E NMPM. has filed notice of
three-yea- r
ntention to make
proof
in the manner required of home
stead entrymen to establish claim to
the land above
described,
before
his Commanding Officer in the U.S.
Service
and his witnesses before
F. II. Foster, U.S. Commissioner, at his
Office Roy, N. M. on August 8, 1913
claimant names as witnesses:
C V Wright
J. L. Smith
.

0

.

NOTICE

.

7--

7 27

-

PUBLICATION.

Section 30 Twp 1) N, li 25 E. NMPM.
June. 19, 1918
filed notice of intention to make three
Notice is hereby given that James
year proof, to establish claim to the
G G Leach
Win. G. John on
II. Salisbury,
of Koy, N. M. who, land above described, bel;re
Roy N Mex
A'l
of
on Decl7, 1814 made II. E. No01S990 for
W. II. Wilk'ox U.S Commissioner at
PAZ VALVERDE,
Si Secticn 14, Twp. 19N. Kng. 23E Roy New Mexico on August 12 1918
Register.
NT. M. P. Meridian has filed notice of
Claimant names as witnesses:
ntention to make Final Three year
Proof, to establish claim to the Jand
Juan If idro Itomern Juan Sandoval
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Nico.as Sandoval
Saferino Garcia
described, before F. II. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner nt Rov, N. M., on the
All of Roy, New Mexico
7th day of Aug. 1918.
Department of the Interior, II. S. Land
PAZ VALVERDE
Oüice at Clayton, New Mexico
Register
Claimant names as witnesses:

Will Giistrap is seriously ill
and it is feared is threatend with

Henry Farr was in town with
his header crew Tuesday making
some minor repairs on his header
and getting ready to go gleaning
in the wheat fields where there
is anything to glean.

R

SWJ

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office Clayton New Mexico.
June 12, 1918
PAZ VALVERDE, Register,
Notice is hereby given that
Cerilia M. de Beltran, widow of Manuel
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Beltren, deceased, of Roy, New Méx.,
who on July 8,191.") nude HE no. 020399
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land for Lot 4;
Lot 1,
Sec. IS;
J
Oifice

NOTICE

018997

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Pedro Gonzales
Felix Sandoval
All of Albert. New Mexico,

brother of Joe Lopez and lives at
UuiTO Canyon.

A Todos

der-ech-

i.

received three sepaThe
rate accounts of the death of the
Powell baby from three separate
friends. In the case we give preference to our regular correspon- at Roy, New Mexico, on Augdent's story but we appreciate Claimant names as witnesses:
the sentiment which prompted it.
Thomas E Mitchell
Frank Gonzales'

'iVlhoi

ry L;

A

3J-S-

t,

LO MAS

--

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Clayton, N. M., June 12, 1918.
Notice i hereby given that June
Jose Belasquez , of Albert, N. M.
who, on Aug Id, 1915, made Ilomestea '
entry No. C20CS8, for
Sec.2f
J
Twp. 20N. R. 2 E., N. M. P. M., has
tiled notice of intention to maka final
three year proof to establish claim to
the land abov described, before W.H.
W, Mc Collum had car trouble Willcox.U.S. Commissioner, at his offin Koy, N. M., on Aug 20, 1918.
going to Mills Saturday andclidnt ice
Claimant names a3 witnesses:
get home till next day.
Frank Gonzales
Thomas E Mitchell
Felix Sandoval
Pedro Gonzales
J. C. Robertsons were guests
all of Albert N M
at the Everett home Sunday.
Register.
PAZ VALVERDE,

7

Foresight
"I'm taking lessons from a man who
leaches peopleñiow to remember."
"Is he pretty good?"
"I guess so, but he doesn't seem to
have much confidence la his methods.'
"How is that?"
"I notice he makes his students pay
Ulm in advance, so there will be no
chance for them to forget to do it after

Horses for Sale or will trade
One or two good
Brood Mares with colts at side or
some young stock. Inquire nt

for cows.

Last Saturday., morning July this office.

de nada.

two-third-

Children and the War.
Agnes Iteppller says In the Woman's

Dallas Uvalda Powell

Ssrvico Voluntarlo de un
Pueblo Libre Para Hacer
Estas Cosas:

Alimentar a los Aliados para
que puedan continuar la lucha.
Alimentar & los que mueren de
hambre en Bélgica y otras tierras para quo puedan seguir vivi-

ti

ly changed und will soon completely
chungo the conditions of warfare. Inventions make war nn unlimited liability In a new way, declares the SaturProbably wjthln
day Evening Tost.
five years It will be as practicable for
attack Chicago and Dennn enemy
ver, qr P.erlln and Munich, as New
Already EnglishYork or Bremen.
men have been hilled on their own
soil by an Invading enemy for the
first time since the Stuarts, and a
German submarine has visited AmeriAlready scnrtoly any spot
can ports.
In a belligerent country is beyond an
enemy's reach. If there should be a
war ten years hence, between n pow-- r
as ready ns Germany was In 1014,
nnd one as unready ns the United
States then wns, the formar could
wreak Incalculable destruction upon
the latter within a month; no spot In
It would be safe, and the cost of adequate preparation fur vat by competitive arming would by an Intolerable
l.iirilitn nn tlm U'nrlll
The cost of playing the old game
puts it out of the question. Development of the mechanical nrt3 vetoes It.
Only a few people In control of dynastic states nnd their entourage have
.any real motive for legretting the veto.

Independence

DISECCION DE LOS ALU
MENT03 EN AMERICA.

LA

SPANISH-AMERICA-

fOS

June

13,

,

1918

Notice is hereby given that ',
Felipe Martinez
of Sabinoso, New
'14 &
Mexico who on
'15,
made II E No 017G38and ad'l 023437 for
Sec 1, Twp.
for
17N, Rng. 25Fand Lot
Lot
'-

Inv'eible Asset,
to Mi
She "So yon aro cn,';.-'".- l
ti;i ;u. I'm sure. I en n't see iinyihluc
.'.ttriictivo about Hint woilian."
'iüieí em I Pee it; but it''' in

He'
liu-.nt:-

n. i

PUBLICATION.

riiit."

lesion Transcript.

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Ollice "at Clayton, New Mexico,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

June. 19, 1918
Notice is hereby given that
of Hoy, N.
Thomas E Sansbury,
who on Dec. 17, 1914 made if E
Section,
for

7--

NEJ-SEJan-

4, Sui:.li:

Wj-SE-

Lots

1&2

J:

.V

NEJ-N-

Sec7

Tp 17 N. Rng 20 K. NMPM, has filed
tice of intention to make
,

no-

u

three year proof
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
to establish claim to the land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
M.
above described, before
Jure 13, 1918
F. H. Foster, U S Commissioner at
Notice is hereby given that
11,
Roy, New Mexico ' on Aug. 10, 1918
N.
Mex
Gallegos,
of
Jose
Ines
l'erea.
14
TownSec.
NWJ: amlWJ-NE- J
Claimant name. as witnesses:
K no
ship 19N ltaiige 25E NMPMeridinnhas who on Apr. 24th 1915, made H
Jose da la Cruz, Martinez
SEJ;SJ-NJ- 20
Sec
019845
Township
for
filed notice of intention to make Final
Casimero Jaramillo
Luis Martinez
Three year proof to establish claim 17 N Rang 29 E
Roman M. Trujillo,
M. P. M., has filed notice of intenN.
described,
before
above
to the land
esAll of Sabinoso, New Mexico
F H Foster U S Commissioner at his tion to make three year proof, to
deoffice at Roy, N. M on Aug. 7th 1918 tablish claim to the land above
PAZ VALVERDE,
TM
scribed before F H Foster, U. S.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Register.
Commissioner at Roy New Mexico on
C F wright
J L Smith
1918
12
Aug.
G G Leach
Win. G Johnson
Claimant names as witnesses:
All of Roy, New Mexico.
Higinio Sandovavl
Trenida Sanchez
'
Zacarías Cordova Antonio Aragón
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
All of Gallegos, New Mexico
S
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Méx.,
June 19, 1918
Notice is hereby given that John J.
Taylor, of Roy, New Mexico! who on
Sept.8. 1914, made HE. No. 017969 for
'

-

Wl-SW- J,

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY

SVVJ:

.7

and

J,

Township 19N.

Section
Range

2E

N.M.P,

Claimant names as witnesses:
Earl Baum
W H Bauin
Clarece Leffler
'MN Baker

7-

- 27

Drugstore

17,

Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make three year final proof to establish claim to the land above described
before F H Foster, U S com, at Roy
N M on the 8th day of Aug. Í918.

All of Roy

The Roy

Sec.8

J

SWJ-NW-

New Mexico

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register

(

r

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines
PerodicaU and Stationery

'

Kodaks and Eastman Supplies
Perfumes and Toilet Articles

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.
ROY,

N. Mex.

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

FOREIGN

AN EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS
CONDENSED RECORD OF THE
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT '
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES

thousand Chinese have been murdered in Chinese Turkestan by roving
hordes of the Bolsheviki, according to
reports from that district.
General Pershing, in a general order
has decreed July 14, France's national
holiday, as a day of celebration for
the American expeditionary forces.
A new provisional government for
Siberia, which has the unanimous buik
port of the population and which will
continue to fight the central powers,
has been established at Vladivostok.
The fall of Foreign Secretary von
Kuehlmann is regarded In Germany as
the introduction of an open
regime under the control of the
military leaders, special dispatches
from Holland say.
Evidence secured from Austrian prisoners Indicates that the
losses during the recent offensive were In the neighborhood of
Other reports made by captives
tend to confirm accounts of poor
wheat and potato crops in Austria.
Italians from the Trentlno, drafted
into the Austrian army and made to
fight under Ai'trian banners under
duress, have su..ered maltreatment at
the hands of their Austrian commanders, according to the story of an Italian captain made public at London.
Praise of President Wilson's leadership in the war and bis advocacy of a
league of nations after the wai was
given by Herbert H. Asqulth, former
premier, Jn ah address at the National
Liberal Club In London. The occasion
was a "hospitality dinner to American
officers."
There Is the closest' union between
the political leaders of Germany and
German army headquarters regarding
their readiness to receive peace proposals from the allies if they aré offered in a spirit of sincerity. This
statement was made In the Reichstag
by Chancellor von Hertllng.
Major General Biddle, commander of
the American forces in England, announced that American troops were
stationed at from seventy to eighty different points in England and Scotland.
In recognition of the valiant services
of the American troops when they
stopped the German rush on Paris in
the second battle of the Marne, capturing Bois de Belleau, routing the
German machine gun nests and establishing themselves in commanding positions on the Marne sector, the
French authorities have officially
changed the name of Bois de Belleau
to Bois de la Brigade de Marine, and
have ordered all maps changed acn

SAYINGS,

DOINGS,

ACHIEVE.

MENT8, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

Austro-Hun-garla-

Weitrn Nwpaptr Union Jtwi Barvlca,
ABOUT THE WAR
Loca engagements hare been fought
in the region of Rheimi.
In aerial fighting British and
French airmen have accounted for
machines.
The village of Longpont on the
river, east of
baa been captured by the French.
twenty-fiv-

e

s

Vlllers-Cotteret-

The French continued their progress
north of Chavlgny farm and east of
Faverolles. Javage farm, northeast of
Faverolles, was occupied.
The British fighting forces In
France now aggregate 2,000,000 men,
ays the Havaa correspondent on the
British front This equals the num
ber on the front in 1917.
The French and Italians In Albania
have carried their lines steadily north
ward. Tie town of Berat, the most
Important point In southern Albania,
has fallen. It is reported large quan
titles of supplies were destroyed by
the retreating Australians.
A large German patrol which attempted to raid the American
trenches on the Marne front was brok
The
en up and routed In confusion.
Hermans left several dead, which aid
ed the Americans in establishing the
Identity of new German units.
The defeat of the Bolsheviki In
western Siberia is confirmed. The
are evacuating Irkutsk.
Bolsheviki
The new provisional Siberian govern'
ment has been constituted at
.The Japanese have ad
vanced to China $10,000,000 under a
reorganization loan with the concur
rence of entente bankers, the security
being the revenue from salt surplus,
Striking the Germans on a front
that has been quiet for the last six
weeks,
the French have broken
through and advanced their lines. The
blow was launched between Castel
In Picardy, south
and
of Amiens. The attack was along a
front of approximately three miles. It
swept the Germans back out of the
Tillage of Castel and the Anchin farm,
about a mile to the south, and cleared
out a number of strong enemy positions. The French penetrated the Ger
man lines to a depth of more than a
mile and captured 500 prisoners.
.

Novon-ikolacvsk- .

n

250,-00-

cordingly.

SPORT

"Billy" Mlske of St. Paul outfought
Gunboat Smith of New York in all but
the fifth round of a
bout at
Jersey City, N. J.
Tony Zill, Youngstown, Ohio, lightweight boxer, has been appointed boxing Instructor at Camp Sherman, to
succeed Johnny Kllbane.
Harry P. Way, Denver sportsman,
who has been making great progress
in the trap shooting game of late, won
WESTERN
the president's trophy at the threeNat Hoffman, a white soldier, was day shoot in Indianapolis.
executed at Camp MacArthur at Waco,
Three favorites and one second
Tex.
He attacked a schoolgirl last choice won at the closing day's meetApril.
Ing of the grand circuit at North Ran
The Utah Copper Company an dall at Cleveland, Ohio. Close finishes
nounoed an increase in wages of 60 and fast time featured the racing. Miss
cents a day for 6,000 day laborers em Harris M. won fce
pace in
ployed by that corporation at Blng sensational time.
ham, Utah.
GENERAL
At least 125 persons, most of them
The bodies of William Hllle, his sis
negroes, were killed and seventy-fivter, Edna, and Ernest Fenze were
injured in a head-ocollision between found at the Hllle farm, near Wauketwo passenger trains on the Nashville, sha, Wis. Evidence of poisoning was
Chattanooga & St. Louis railway at found In Miss Hille's body. Several
Dutchman's bend, five miles from horses were found to have been shot,
Nashville, Tenn.
After saving the lives of more than
A posse patrolled the banks of the C00 cannery employés, Including twen
men marooned on an iceberg
Marals des Cygnes river near Paola,
Kan., In search of a dozen men who for three weeks, and towing three big
held up a southbound Missouri, Kan- vessels to safety, the United States
sas & Texas passenger train south of fisheries steamer Roosevelt, Capt. H.
Paola, shot three persons and looted Bierd, returned to port at Seattle,
Wash., from Alaskan waters.
the express and mail cars.
An unofficial canvass of all police
Worth Baeley Daniels, son of the
stations and "detention camps" in Chi- secretary of the navy, entered the An
cago, showed that 791 men of draft napolis Naval Academy as a midshipage were held for failure to comply man.
with regulations.
Dr. David Roberts, veterinarian of
Waukesha, Wis., in the District Court
WASHINGTON
The year's corn harvest promises to was sentenced to one year in the Mil
be the largest on record with a total waukee house of correction after
pleading guilty to statutory charges
of 3,160,000,000 bushels.
Five American airplanes which went while In company of Grace Lusk at a
on a bombing expedition have failed Milwaukee hotel on April 4 and 27,
to return, General Pershing's commu- 1917.
nique reported. Berlin reported five
Lieutenant General Horvath, vice
American airplanes in German hands. president and general manager of the
Felicitations of the Mexican people Chinese Eastern railway, having deand government were sent to Presi- clared himself premier of a temporary
dent Wilson by President Carranza of Siberian government, has been proMexico in an Independence day mes- claimed provisional ruler of Siberia,
sage. Hope for the early advent for according to a dispatch to the London
the "everlasting reign of peace and Mall from Harbin.
justice in both continents" was exPatrick J. Connolly the first Sinn
pressed.
Fein "objector" tried before an AmerForty ped cent increases in the pay ican
has been sentenced
of street car conductors and motor-me- by the general court-martiboard at
all over the nation will be recom- Camp Dix, at Wrlghtstown, N. Y., to
mended by the War Labor Board, it a term of fifteen years at hard labor
became known. To make these in- at Fort Jay, with forfeiture of all pay
creases possible, it will be necessary and allowances and dishonorable disin many cities to raise the fare rate charge from the service at the end of
to 6 cents.
bis term.
Fifteen officers and men of the inBasic prices on coke were estab
fantry were cited by General Pershing lished by the Fuel Administration at
in his official communique for acts of $4.50 to $6.50.
gallantry for which they have been
Four workmen are known to be dead
awarded distinguished service crosses. and twelve others Injured in an exploGreat Britain was granted an addi- sion at the government arsenal at
tional credit ,of $175,000,000 by the Frankfort, a suburb of Philadelphia.
Treasury Department, making the toThe strike of operatives in the Am- tal loans to her to date $3,345,000,000
oskeag and Stark eotton mills at Man
and the total credits to the allies
chester', N. H., was settled on terms
similar to those arranged in 'the case
President Wilson vetoed the annual of the Lowell, Mass., strike, the manu
agricultural bill containing an amend- facturers agreeing to pay the increase
ment increasing the price of wheat to of 15 per cent in wages demanded by
$2.40 per bushel.
the strikers.
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Pithy News Items
Gathered From

VONHINDENBUnG
REPORTED DEAD

All Over

New Mexico

HAD APOPLECTIC 8TROKE AFTER
STORMY SESSION WITH
KAISER.

-

A Demlng restaurant was destroyed
by fire.
A farm bureau has been formed In
Luna county,
Clovis men have filed some 44
claims on the potash land in Roose
velt county.
Over 600 hogs belonging to farmers
near Doming have been vaccinated
against cholera.
According to the state highway en
glneer, there are now 336 laborers at
work on state roads.
William R. McQlll was nominated
by President Wilson as register of the
land office at Fort Sumner.
De
A local branch of the Jugo-Slaorganiza
fense league, a nation-wid- e
tion, was formed at Gallup with Frank
v

Kauzlarlcb as president.
Forty sales, comprising a total in
excess of 170,000 aerea of land in
tracts from 12V4 to 9,000 acres were
old by the stata land office at Clay
ton.
Mrs. William Beck of Gallup is prob
ably the only native American Indian
who has been compelled to register un
der the amended alien act of Con
gress.
Five new local branches have affll
iated themselves with the New Mex
ico Bean Growers' Association, with
headquarters at Cherryvale, TruJUlo,
Levy, Optimo and French.
Fire which started in a garage
spread to two lumber companies and
the Liberty theater and spread until
it destroyed a half block of business
buildings on the main business street
Arthur Burdett, manager of a New
York company's mining properties at
Silver City, was found dead in his as
say office. Death was caused by acci
dental poisoning, according to the cor
oner's verdict
Portales is proud of the life and
death of young Private Frank Carl
McDermott, who was killed in action
in France June 16 and around whose
short service for his country cluster
many interesting incidents.
The proposal of H. O. Bursum to
hold a special session of the Legislature to extend the franchise to sol
diers out of the state; and to "adjourn
politics" by doing away with the fall
elections and permitting present state
and county officers to hold over for
another two years, has not met with
enthusiastic reception on the part of
a number of state officials.
Leandro Perea, the convict who escaped some time since from the road
gang at Magdalena, where he had been
working, was captured at the Otero
pumping station by Engineer George
Weathers. Perea at the time was en
gaged in robbing the bunk house at
which Weathers detected him. He at
tacked the engineer with a knife when
Weathers shot Perea in the upper
right arm and captured him after a
chase.
One of the most significant features
of the Cowboys Reunion at Las Vegas was the raising of the service flag
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ROWOVERPARISTHRUST
HEAD
AT GREAT
INTERVIEW
QUARTERS BROUGHT ABOUT
CONGESTION OF BRAIN.
VTertern Ntwapaptr Union Newt Service,

Amsterdam, July 15. Field Marshal
von Hlndenburg Is dead, according
1
the newsnaner Lea Nouvelles.
death is said to have occurred after
a stormy interview with the German
emoeror at real headquarters at Spa
The emperor and the field marshal
ara declared to have bad serious (in
ferences of opinion concerning the
German offensive toward Paris, me
field marshal died from congestion of
the brain.
The violent interview between von
Hlndenburg and Emperor William oc
curred on May 16. Les Nouvelles says
It was followed by an apoplectic
stroke wnicn ultimately resunea m tu
field marshal s death.
No confirmation of the Amsterdam
renort of Hlndenbure'a death bas been
received In allied countries or Amer
ica.

In the last six months there have
been several rumors of the death of
Field Marshal von Hlndenburg and
there have been many reports that he
feaa been In Door health.
German newspapers were not per
mitted to mention the rumor.

BRITISH

at Demlng.

stars, each representing a

cowman of New Mexico who has en
tered the military service of the Unit
ed States and many of whom are now
overseas.
The mammoth crowd
cheered vigorously as the banner was
flag
lifted to the top of the
pole. Judge David J. Leahy, himself
a veteran of the Spanish-Americawar, made the dedicatory speech.
Zonle Yashie, a young Navajo Indian
woman living near Tanner Springs,
Vas killed by a bolt of lightning.
Prairie dogs are being gassed with
heavler-tban-al- r
gas to kill them when
poisoned grain fails to dispose of
these pests. Oats are soaked in poi
son and placed near the prairie dog
villages and as high as 93 per cent of
the Inmates of a prairie dog village
are killed In this way. When this
method of killing the pests fails the
use of poison gas Is found necessary
and the prairie dog holes and under
ground passages filled with the gas.
This kills all that were not killed with
the poisoned grain.
John Spanu and Mrs. Louis Carbonl
are in the hospital at Gallup, Spanu
perhaps mortally wounded, and Mrs.
Carbonl with a broken arm caused by
a bullet, as the result of a shooting- affair which took place on he streets
of Gallup. Louis Carbonl is in the
county jail awaiting the outcome of
the injuries Inflicted upon the two hospital patients, which he is alleged to
have Inflicted with a .25 automatic revolver. The shooting is the outcome
of a family disruption in the Gwboni
home.
0
New Mexico with approximately
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Instead I took Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable Compound
and Was Cured.

NEWS

W itera Ncwiptpar Union Kw Strvlca,
COMING EVENTS.
Round-u- p
Aug:.
and Sports Car-

nival at Magdalena.
October Annual maatlng- Nw Mexico
l'ubllo Health Association,

m

Weatern Newipaper Union Newe Service.,

' Prices Quoted for Metals.
Baltimore, Md. "Nearly four year
New York. Lead, $8.05. Copper, I suffered from organic troubles, ner
vousness and bead
$25.62V&. Bar silver, 99c.
aches and every
St. Louis. Spelter, $8.48.
month would have to
per
London. Bar silver, 48
stay in bed most of
ounce.
Treat
the time.
concen
Boulder, Colo. Tungsten
menta would relieve?
me for a time but
trates, 60 per cent, $20.0022.60 per
my doctor was alunit. Crude ores, 60 per cent, $22.00
ways urging me to
25.00; 25 per cent, $12.0012.50; 10
nave an operation.
per cent, $9.40012.20.
My sister asked me
to try Lydia RPink- Arizona,
h a m's Vegetable
Compound bef ort
Ray Consolidated Copper Company
consenting to an
in June produced 7,736,559 pounds of
operation.
I took
copper.
five bottles of it and
1
In June the output of the Chino
It has completely
Copper Company was 6,706,474 pounds
cured me and my
work Is a pleasure. I tell all my friends
of copper.
have any trouble of this kind what
The machinery has been installed at who
E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Lydia
the Bullion Bar mine at Ajo and oper
Nellib B.
has done for me.
ations will commence soon.
Erittinguaji, 609 CalvertonRd., Baltl
The Holbrook.oil field looks very more. Md.
to
It is only natural for any woman So
good and several companies are al
ready drilling, while several rigs are dread the thought of an operation.
many women have been restored to
being set up.
health by this famous remedy, Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, after
Colorado.
an operation has been advised that it
who suffers from
The Climax Molybdenum Company will pay any woman
ailment to consider trying it behas made another $100,000 shipment such
fore submitting to such a trying ordeaL'
of high grade molybdenite concen
trates.
Great Rejoicing.
During the month of May 800 tons
"I believe," said the bug who wat
cars) were always talking about things nobody
of crude ore (thirty-twshipped from Rico, most of it to the knows anything about, as many peopU
smelters at Durango.
do, "that In the future life in the next
The Jessie gold mine in Gold Run world, you know men will have thf
in the Breckenrldge district is keep- same occupations that they do hen
The poet here will be
and now.
ing twenty stamps of its
mill running full time on ore from the poet there; the grocer here will be
grocer there. And so on."
lower level.
"Hoo-rn1" shouted the man he wai
The Wellington Mines Company at
Breckenrldge continues to be the spouting to.
"Why the Joy?", asked the philosolargest producer of tine ore concen
trates in the district. A recent rick pher, doubtfully.
"That means that there will be Icestrike Is reported.
"
men there.
Breckenrldge reports that Paul Bur
dette, lessee of the Ella mine on Min
Don't be milled. AA for Red Croat
shipment Bag
eral hill, made a thirty-toBlue. Makes beautiful whit clothe,
of good grade lead carbonate ore to At all good grocer. Adv.
sampler.
Chamberlain
the
Not Equal to Three.
The Gold Bond Exploration Com'
They had not been married very
pany, with a capitalization of $250,000,
bas secured the group of silver lode long, but she had grown cold and list
claims on Mt. Guyot, formerly operat less; so one evening, after she had
yawned about seventeen times, he
ed by Thomas Horn.
The returns from thirty-fiv- e
sacks said:
"You seem to be so cold and indifof bismuth ore, which Lessees Don-nelHave you forgotten
and Sauers shipped to Salt Lake ferent, Matilda.
City from the Molly B property at those happy days when I was paying
Breckenrldge show that the ore was you my addresses?"
"I should think I haven't! I should
settled for at the rate of $208.75 per
think I haven't forgotten those happy
ton.
days. I never had less than three feld
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Forces Dispatched to Siberia to Aid
Czecho-8lav- s
Battle Bolsheviki
French Cross River Near Longpont.
London. British forces, after land
Ing on the Murman coast, have occupled the Russian port of Kern, on the
White sea, the Frankfurter Zeltung
says, according to 'a Rotterdam dis
patch to the Dally Telegraph.

Peking, July 15. Czechoslovak
torces, which captured Nlkolsk, north
west of Vladivostok, are now closely
pursuing the Bolshevist troops, which
are retreating toward Khabarovsk
are receiving aid
The Czecho-Slovak-s
from a force of 1,600 Cossacks and a
number of Chinese and Japanese. Rail
way and telegraph communications
have been opened with Vladivostok.
Paris. Further progress is reported
U the war office's announcement, an
operation in the neighborhood of Longpont enabling the French to cross the
Savleres river opposite Catifet farm,
The statement says: "The number
of prisoners captured by us in the re
gion of Montdldler is more than 600,
We took, in addition, more than eighty
machine guns.
The allies have been repeatedly
pushing back the German lines little
by little at various important points
These have gained valuable defensive
ground and brought in thousands of
prisoners.
It is announced at Washington that
the number of troops dispatched to
France has grown to 1,100,000, some
90,000 men having left last week. The
formation of three army corps from
the troops In France, each corps com
prising from 225,000 to 250,000 men,
was also made known.
The advance, made mainly by the
Italians with the French on the right
flank, in the Albanian compalgn, has
already reached a maximum depth of
twenty-twmiles on a front of some
eighty miles, straightening the allied
line as it runs from the Adriatic and
links up with the Macedonian front.
o

Senate Passes Telegraph Bill.
Washington. By a vote of 46 to 16
the Senate adopted the resolution empowering the President to take over
the telegraph and telephone wires. Immediately after this action the Senate
entered into a unanimous agreement
to recess three days at a time until
Aug. 26, and during that time to transact nothing but routine morning business.
House Sustains Wheat Price Veto.
Washington. The House sustained
President Wilson's veto of the agricul
tural bill. A motion to pass the measure over the veto was defeated, 172
to 72. The bill was referred to the
agricultural committee and House
leaders planned to pass It without the
provision.
wheat
price-fixin-

g

n

y

Montana.
The net proceeds of the Butte Cop
per Zinc Company, operated by the
Anaconda Company, were $227,494.
Copper production of the Anaconda
Copper Mining Company in June
amounted to 25,800,000 pounds. This
compares with 28,400,000 pounds in
May.
The mining companies operating in
Butte, Anaconda and Great Falls an
nounced an increase qf 60 cents a day
In the wages of miners. Under this
scale miners will receive $5.75 a day,
Butte and Superior output for June
was 11,600,000 pounds of zinc, com
pared with 8,650,000 in May, and 226,'
000 ounces of Bilver, against 170,000
in May. Ore mined in June totaled
40,000 tons and the mill recovery is

lows every evening calling on me."
"But, dear, haven't you got me to
pay you attention now?"
"Yes, I suppose I have. You are doing the best you know how; but you
don't flatter yourself that you are
equal to three, do you?"
Had HI Indorsement.
Rev. William E. Barton tells of

Deputy

Sheriff A. E. Hughey of
was shot and seriously
wounded at Cuervo by W. A. Sutton,
living north of town, whom he had
placed under arrest on a warrant
charging Sutton with criminal attack
girl.- on a
Newkirk

Americans Observe French Holiday,
With the American Forces in
France. On all the American fronts
soldiers Joined their French comrades
in celebrating the French fete Sunday.
The Americans wore the French na
tional emblem and decorated their billets and motor cars with French flags.
The villages In the rear of the lines
were profusely decorated with flags
of the allies. Showers failed to keep
Snlrilora nnrl
the crowds Indoors.
civilians promenaded the streets and
exchanged holiday greetings.

a

rather disconcerting incident of hit
early ministry.
"It was a deeply Impressive occa
slon," he says: "a general memorial
service, I believe. I had reached the
point in my discourse where I quoted
'The Lord glveth and the Lord takethaway.'
i
"Suddenly from the rear pew a
derelict rose' uncertainly to his Teet,
and in a voice reminiscent of Poe'
'Raven' announced solemnly to the en
given at 91 per cent
According to a statement filed at tire congregation:
"'Nothln' could be fairer! Nothin
Butte for taxation purposes the net
proceeds of the Anaconda Copper Min- could be fairer !' and sat down."
ing Company for the year ended June
Don't envy the other fellow so1 were $14,039,000.
The company dur much.
The chances are that his wife-geting the fiscal year extracted 4,112,144
Just as peeved as yours.
tons of ore of a gross value of $13.78
a ton.
.

-

s

New Mexico.

The price of copper has been fixed
at 26 cents per pound, an advance of
2V4 cents over the' former price.
The new skip pockets are about
complete on the third, ninth and elev
enth levels of, the Little Fannie shaft
at Mogollón; these will feed through
cartridges to skips. The crusher plant
and mine conveyor are complete and
are being tried out.
Timbering is still under way in the
Johnson No. 1 shaft at Mogollón.
About fifty feet of square sets yet remain to be put in before sinking can
be started. This shaft will be of im
portance in the future development of
the western side of the district.
Connection has been made with the
Maud S eastern workings from the
Central shaft on the Deep Down in the
Mogollón district, and it is now pos
sible to get down through the Maud
workings to water level. This end of
the mine has not been worked for seventeen years and recent sampling by
the Oaks company shows good ore
in a number of places. This ere
will be taken out through lower levels
of Central shaft which is now being
sunk.
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Indians within her borders has
known all along that the "original
American" is not proving a slacke in
the world war. A conspicuous instance
of it was the enlistment at Gallup the
other day of a big chief of the Nava-Joe-

nd

Wyoming.

The Ohio Oil Company, the Curtis
Petroleum Company and the Big Indian Oil Company have completed preliminary arrangements for the drilling of several wells in the Poison
Spider territory.
The Warm Springs field in Hot
Springs county is booming, the new
territory is putting about 1,000 barrels of oil out dally into the new line
that is taking the crude to Thermop- oils and strings of tools are driving
the holes down all over the territory.
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The American governIt on the symbols of luxury; but soon
ment is Interested In the exploitation the French women took it up for Its
of sealskin. That Is a sentence preg- beauty and again we have soft felt bats
nant with significance. It means one with blue and rose pink, black and
thing: to Hooverlze on the other furs brown thickly curled ostrich plumes
and use the kind which the Pacific floating around the crown and dropcoast produces, writes a leading fash ping down on the shoulder.
One of the new bits of millinery
ion correspouueui.
It is said that the. dyes and the pre- shows a hat that has a JofTre blue
paration of fur for costume usage are plume pulled around over the left
exceptionally good. The story goes shoulder like a curl, and one gets a
that quite a degree of sharp irritation quick, flashing backward glimpse of
has been caused among certain groups those women of royal France who
of, individuals concerning the dyeing hunted through the forests with a
knowledge that St. Louis has made her plume down their back and a falcon In
own. Whatever the outcome of the their hand.
New Suits Show Peltry.
The American designers, as well as
those in France, are taking time by

New York.

Success Has Followed
Efforts.

All

V t'

Their

Vi

the train from Edmonton to Winnipeg the writer took a seat beside a
soldier, who had returned from the
On his breast he wore the
front.
beautiful distinguished service medul.
One coat sleeve was armless, and on
his left cheek he bore a scar that he
He had
would carry to his grave.
served his country faithfully and well.
At the first call fur soldiers In August,
1914, "he hastened to the recruiting
farm, with
ofllcej leaving his
its croD ready for harvest, a full
equipment of farm Implements, plenty
of horses, and a wife. The wife should
not be last on the list for she proved
y
the forelock and exhibiting autumn the master of the situation, and
gowns that may be bought at the prestook hold of the question of proent moment and worn at summer re- duction, while her husband was on his
sorts cool enough to make fur endur- way to flitht the Hun. And she suc
able.
ceeded. In 1915 she succeeded, and
To the outsider, the very thought of again In 1916, and when her husband
peltry In our hot, humid climate dur- returned In 1917 she was able to show
ing July and August, Is depressing; but some contemplated
farm buildings
there are thousands who are not so completed, the Indebtedness of the farm
easily depressed by a circumstance paid off, a considerable addition to the
over which they have full control. stock, and the land ready for a 1917
They want fur; they like to wear it,' crop. This was the story told by the
and it pleases them to make a piquant soldier, and wasn't he a proud man!
contrast between their costume and the He was now ready to do what he could
thermometer.
to keep up the period of prosperity
Therefore, the designers will let and provide food for the allies. The
them have their way. They not only women of Canada have done nobly
give them separate pieces of fur, but during
the struggle.
gowns trimmed with it, capes bordered
Among the most successful farmers
with it and blouses heaped with It.
of the Oak Lake district, Manitoba,
Mind you, they are not stingy about are
the Misses Clara and Beatrice Forfur on these new clothes. There is not ward, who, for the past fourteen years,
a tiny fringe of it on a chiffon ruffle, have farmed their own land, doing all"
as In other days, but It is used in a the regular work on the farm, such as
h
bold and lavish manner, such as
plowing, seeding, summer fallowing
bands, medieval sleeves and huge and reaping. They have been espegirdles with bows at the back.
cially successful with stock, and have
It does not take superfine reckoning a splendid herd of shorthorns, both
to realize that the American sealskin Is purebred and grade. At the recent
about the only fur that can be used In Brandon sale they purchased a new
this generous fashion. The
purebred stock bull for $700. Their
pelts cannot be manipulated Into pieces herd was last year Increased by 23
of a garment; they must remain as calves.
separate entitles used as accessories.
Miss R. M. Hlllman of Keeler, 'SasImitates Medieval Coat of Mall.
katchewan, Is another successful
We are not only going to embellish
woman farmer. She has gone In exour bodies with soft furs as a protest tensively for grain growing, and farms
and protection against the lack of coal 1,120 acres. She also owns some of
and hot water in zero winters, but we the finest Perdieron horses In Sasdelightedly find that the designers are katchewan.
giving to the world a new material
The prairie now bonsts 'of many
that looks exactly like a coat of mall. women who have had more or less sucWomen will have Jerkins of it with cess, though few are farming on the
sealskin sleeves, or they will have long same large scale as Miss Hlllman and
tunics of It, girdled at tho waist with the Misses Forward.
These women
Indian red silk and glittering in the have demonstrated, and are still dem
sun.
onstratlng, that a versatile woman
There will be short skirts of seal- may be Just as good and successful a
skin sometimes worn under these long farmer as her brother.
Jerkins or coats of mall, and there will
There are other women, too, on the
be evening gowns built of this sliver Canadian prairies, who, though they
and gold coat of mall cloth.
have not had thrown upon them the reIn contrast to these glittering and sponsibilities of "running a farm,"
sumptuous fabrics of a day when men have been decided factors in making
had to wear armor as a constant pro- the farm a success. They assist their
tection from the danger thrust of an husbands by keeping the farm acenemy, are the new coats of leather. ' counts, reducing the grocer's bills by
They shimmer and shine in the rain ; their management of the poultry and
they protect one from the cold; they butter, taking care of the house, and,
will be used as Jerkins, as short Jackvery often, proving good advisers in
ets over thick, woolen skirts when the the economic management of the men
autumn comes.
and general conduct of the farm work,
This fashion has been stolen of Its The man who moves to Canada car
lory. In October by smart women alrles with hlra a wonderful asset in a
good managing wife. Advertisement
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Designers of clothes have already
started October fashions, and here Is
one of them. It Is a suit of green
duvetyn, with a big collar of squirrel.
It Is embroidered In squirrel-grad
chenille, and the wide
waistcoat Is of gray silk.
y

double-breaste-

Irritation, the fact remains that the
fur people say that women have nothing to fear from the grade, the quality
or the coloration of the fur that will
bear the American label.
Everyone does not know the extraordinary situation which was developed in the fur trade before the war
broke. The simplest piece of American peltry that an American girl wore
had probably made a little Journey half
a tho wnrid And was far more
traveled than Its possessor. You could
catch a 'coon in Georgia, send It to
London for preparation, across the
Ejjgllsh channel to France to have
style and finish put into it, then, from
a port in France to an Atlantic port,
and finally Journey it across the conlntovarlou3 places, well
tinent, drop
known and unknown, and éeff U to án
American woman.
Such was the fate of a piece of fur.
Today our peltry stays at home. We
can catch a 'coon In Georgia, an opossum in Alabama, trap a mink in New
England, get together all the cats and
rats the nation does not need, and turn
them out between St. Louis, New York,
Chicago and San Francisco into a mot
ley array of admirable furs.
Will Push Native Sealskins.
Fostering this condition is the AmerOur native seal-eki- n
ican government.
will be pushed to the limit of exploitation as a fashionable fur, and
there is no reason for women to linger
delar behind tthe governmentInina Its
steady
slíe to have these skins sold
fashion.
The reason for the enthusiasm on
for
the part of the majority of womeneiTect
this soft and pliable fur, is its
pon the human face and figure. It is
singularly attractive to flesh and bone.
folds; it brings out
It falls into supple
Raccoon,
complexion.
a
in
best
the
opossum, skunk and all the other longhaired furs are stylish, one admits, but
they are not becoming. Silver foxes
are graceful enough in their undulations and the hairs are soft enough to
keep a woman's face gentle and femfur is put
inine, but when a
are hardfeatures
chin,
the
against the
ened as though a cold wind had passed
over them.
Paris is augmenting the use of sealskin. Capes are made with 18 and
borders of it; skirts are made
with floating panels of it lined with
'
hlffon; medieval cuirasses of heavy
embroidered satin that snow a gum 01
auk and metal in the design have long,
medieval sleeves of American sealskin
nhiph flnre over the knuckles.
The sealskin sacque will come back
with the ostrich feather. These have
always been associated In the minds
of those who remember the days of old,
when the height of bliss to a fashionable woman was a summer in Saratoga,, a pair of drop solitaire earrings,
a short, untrlmmed sealskin sacque
and a hat ornamented with two or
more long, floating ostrich plumes.
The diamond earrings will not return to fashion, but the ostrich feather
and the sealskin coat will come out on
the primrose path of fashion in the
arly autumn.
The women of England and France
have led the way. The ostrich plume
was first demanded by those who made
inoney in munitions and had to spend

-
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BlrdVtJse Their Brains.
The English thrush brings Its snails
to a certain convenient stone on which
It will crack their shells by beating
them upon It. Some sea birds carry
shellfish to a height and drop them on
the rock to break their shetls.

GIRLS!

USE LEMONS
FOR SUNBURN, TAN

Try Itl Make this lemon lotion
to whiten your tanned or
freckled akin..
Squeeze the Juice of two lemons into a bottle containing three ounces of
Orchard White, shake well, and you
have a quarter pint of the best freckle,
sunburn and tan lotion, and complexion whltener, at very, very small cost.
Your grocer has the lemons and any
drug store or toilet counter will supply
three ounces of Orchard White for a
few cents. Massage this sweetly fragrant lotion Into the face, neck, arms
and hands and see how quickly the
freckles, sunburn, wlndburn and tan
disappear and how clear, soft and
Jhls frock la In medieval effect and white the skin becomes. Yes I It Is
la built of green cloth and black satin, harmless. Adv.
which la embroidered with white AnEnglish Words on Increase.
gora wool. There la a band of white
English vocabulary has grown
thla
The
collar
of
a
and
skirt,
on
the
fox
great
size. The number of words
to
blouse.
of
the
fox at the back
found In old English literature does
ready advancing the idea in sport and not exceed 30,000; recent dictionaries
country costumes for bad days.'
have listed more than 400,000.
Paris wore these coats all during
the spring because of the constant rain
Comfort Baby's Skin
and the fact that she was in the open When red, rough and Itching with hot
of
are
They
more than ever before.
baths of Cutlcura Soap and touches of
seal and light brown, of dark blue and Cutlcura Ointment. This means Bleep
black, and they are fastened with for baby and rest for mother.
For
leather-covere- d
bottons. Usually there free samples address, "Cutlcura, Dept.
are pockets and a loose girdle cut X, Boston." At druggists and by mall.
from a strip of leather. This is not Soap 20, Ointment 25 and 50. Adv.
fastened by a buckle, but In the
medieval manner of one end of the
Danger to OJibway Finger.
thong slipped over and over the other.
An OJibway Indian would not point
Newspa.
McClure
by
1918.
the
(Copyright,
his finger at the moon, as fair Luna
par Syndicate.)
would consider It a great Insult and
Instantly
bite off the offending memSoft Pile Fabrics.
ber.
Very decorative silk or wool embrol
ery appears on coats of soft pile
cannot otherwise
doctors
When
igree they call it heart failure.
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trenches, passing through British comrades. 2 Cossack cavalry
American troops on their way to front-lin- e
MaJ
on their way to East Siberia to fight the bolshevlkL
through
narbln
passing
r
force
of the
by
Wilson.
promoted
recently
President
commanders
Gen William R. Smith, one of the American
1
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Republics Are
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Northern
Part of Russia.

Established

in

PROBLEM OF AID UNSOLVED

to 8ucceed
Von HlnUe,
Von
Italians and
Kuehlmann
French Conducting Successful Often-alv- e
Against the Austrlans In Southern Albania.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.

"What shall we do to help Russia 7"
was still the leading question for the
governments of the allied nations last
week.

Developments,

though

they

were In the main favorable to the allied cause, had not greatly clarified the
situation. It seems apparent that Germany, too, Is in doubt as to what
course to pursue in the near East' Her
has
policy of terrorism and grab-al- l
not been working out well and has
caused bitter complaint even In the
relchstag.
The people of the Murman coast,
between Finland and the White sea,
where there are large allied military
stores under cuard of British and
American forces, have created the
White sea republic, and In the rest
of Arctic Russia, from the White sea
to Siberia, the republic of Wologda-czh- e
Both of
has been established.
and
these new state! are
and their people promise to
form active forces against the le
tons if given aid. In western Siberia
the bolshevlkl have been defeated
again and are reported to have evac
uated Irkutsk, and a provisional goveminent for Siberia has been set up
This government
In Novonlcolacvsk.
has laid out a program that includes
the liberation of Siberia from the bol
shevlklj the avoidance, If possible, of
foreign Intervention; universal suffrage, distribution of the land among
the landless and other economic reforms. " It intends to summon a constituent assembly and to restore law
and order. All this Is being done under the protection of the2 army of
s
that has continued its
victorious campaign against the bolshevlkl and the German and Austrian
war prisoners who are aiding them.
Thus there appears to be forming
the established authority that has
been considered requisite for the extending of aid to the Russians, at least
But President Wilson
in Siberia.
would not consent to the dispatch of
an armed force that would mean the
weakening of the western front In Europe, and doubtless the other allied
Furtherleaders agreed with him.
more, Mr. Wilson especially Is averse
to departing from the policy of noninterference in the Internal affairs of
a friendly nation. This does not mean
that the allies will abandon the plan
to send to Siberia supplies from America and a commission to extend help
of an Industrial and economic nature.
s
there
Moreover, the
are doing so valuable a work that the
entente powers intend to give them
such moral and material support as
they may need, provided they stand
by their pledge to refrain from assuming permanent control over the country through which they. are passing;
If a military force is sent into Siberia It probablj will be largely made
up of Japanese and Chinese.
n

pro-all-

y

Czecho-Slovak-

Czecho-Slovak-

Through German sources comes the
assertion that the soviet government
of Russia has declared it will ally
e
itself with Germanytlf an
Anglo-Japanes-

expedition Intervenes In Siberia.
No doubt Lehlne would commit himself to such a course, but It Is a question whether he would be sustained
by any great numbers of Russians.

Germanv's nenetrstlon of western
Russia and Finland has been accom- -'
panled by such brutalities that the
minority socialists In the relchstag
have been attacking the government's
policy strongly. Their leader, Hugo
Haase. asserts that since the Germans
entered Finland 73,000 workmen have

been arrested and many of them, In
cluding 50 socialist members of parlia
ment, executed. Because of the numerous executions there, he said, the
town of Sveaborg has been renamed
Golgotha. Finland Is on the point of
starvation, despite Its German friends,
and General Mannerhelm, commander
of the Finnish army, asked Mr. Mor
ris, American minister to Sweden,
what chance there was for Finland to
get food from the United States. Mr.
Morris told him plainly it was very
slim so long as Germany held the
country under her control. Ostensibly
as a measure to save food, the Finnish
government has ordered the expulsion
of all Jews.

scandal resulted, and extremists In
Vienna are asserting that both the
emperor and the empress should be
literally sequestered and made to take
orders from Berlin. Hungary, too, Is
furious at Austria because the Hungarian regiments were forced to bear
the brunt of the attack in Italy and
In some cases were practically wiped

out
There were no major operations on
the Italian front last week, but the

Italians

unceasingly

harassed

the

enemy by raids and sorties and In the
mountain region Improved their own
positions considerably. The American
aviators on that front kept up their
excellent work.
On the western front there was an
When the news came of the assassination of Count von MIrbach, Ger- ominous silence on the part of the
man ambassador to Russia, In Mos- Huns. The usual 40 days needed by
cow, at the instigation of a group of them to organize a new drive had
revolutionists, there were nearly expired, but still they did not
social
many predictions that the kaiser start However, abnormal activity was
would get revenge by sending a great observed behind their lines, especially
army to occupy the chief Russian In the regions where the Americans
are stationed. On Teusday the French
cities, and Indeed it was
stated in Berlin that such would be undertook the first considerable inhis course.
But after breaking off fantry operation In many days and,
diplomatic relations the chief Hun ap- with the aid of tanks, advanced more
parently thought better of It and a than a mile on a front of two and a
mild statement was Issued hoping half miles northwest of Complegne.
"that the Russian government and peo- Prisoners and gunr were captured and
positions occupied that serve to prople will succeed In nipping the prestect the important railway Junction at
in
the
agitation
revolutionary
ent
Estrees-St- .
Denis. General Petaln also
bud." It Is not easy to see how Germany would gain much by further took important ground east of the
grabbing In distracted and starving Retz forest on the Marne front. There
were many raids by all the allied
Russia.
forces during the week, and some ar
party triumphed tillery activity beyond the ordinary in
The
sectors.
over its opponents and forced the the British
von
Minister
Foreign
resignation of
Such splendid work Is being done by
Kuehlmann because of his "peace Impossible by force" speech, and then the air forces of the allies on the west
proceeded to pick Admiral von HIntze, front that military observers now asthe trickiest and most disreputable of sert the superiority in the air now un
The
questionably rests with them.
Teuton diplomats, as his successor,
Great excitement In the relchstag re- British flyers have engaged In a numsulted and the socialists agreed not to ber of extraordinary exploits, and the
vote the war credit, which could not French and Americans are keeping up
be passed without their aid, until the their end of It most satisfactorily. On
Wednesday a squadron of American
new minister had announced his pol
leles. Von HIntze Is a swashbuckling scout planes flew back of the German
militarist and the creature of Admiral Unes In the Chateau Thierry region
von Tlrpltz. As minister to China he for 50 miles, obtaining valuable Indisgraced himself, and as minister to formation and all returning safely.
Mexico he deliberately stirred up a Colonel Roosevelt was 'elated by the
row between Huerta and Carranza in news that his youngest eon, Lieut
order to embroil the United 8tates. Quentln Roosevelt, had downed his
The French press accepts the selec first Hun plane. Bombing raids on
tion of Von HIntze as evidence that German cities by the allied airmen are
the militarists In Germany are strong increasing in frequency and effective
er than the diplomats and are deter ness.
mined upon a war to the finish. They
In preparation for the next big drive
believe he will do the
Von HIndenburg called for a million
much more harm than good.
more men, to be taken from the fac
Mllltary operations of prime impor tories, their places being filled by pristance last week were confined to Al oners and foreigners, and, contrary to
banla, a field of which little has been agreements, by exchanged prisoners of
There the war. Recruits of sixteen, seventeen
heard for a long time.
very
got
busy and, and eighteen years are being called,
Italians and French
su
with the aid of British naval forces and everything indicates that the
preme command Is straining every
in the Adriatic, started an offensive
year. To
that met with considerable success nerve to end the war this
has been
troops
there
encourage
the
and is still progressing as this is writ
ten.
Within a few days the allied a systematic campaign to mislead
them as to America's participation in
forces had advanced more than twen
miles on a battle front sixty the war. The people now refuse to
believe we are taking an active part
miles long, had captured Fieri, an Im'
portant town eight miles from the In the conflict or that there are more
men
our
in
of
thousands
a
few
than
practically
sur
Adriatic, and had
France.
rounded Berat, the chief city of south
m
em Albania. They also had occupied
There have been many stories of
mountain positions of great strategic
value. Before the week closed the the declining morale of the German
troops, due partly to the prevalence
Austrlans had evacuated Berat
Spanish influenza, but it would be
of
This Albanian offensive was counted
over these
on to have great political effect es foolish to grow optimistic
strong and
and reports. The enemy Is still
In
pecially
number of
amazing
an
can
produce
Balamong the small nations of the
in our victory
kans. Already It had caused evident men, and confidence
our growing strength
uneasiness among the forces of the must be based on growing weakness.
central powers that face the allies rather than on his
across tho
In The stream of Americans
from the Adriatic to Salonlki.
although it may do
Macedonia they made several costly Atlantic continues,
sent so rapidly Just
and vain attacks on the allies. The they are not being
months. The war
recent
now
as
in
apparent objective of the allies In Al
decided that all
recently
bania is the Shkumbl valley and the department
should be given
drafts
new
of
men
the
Egnatia,
Via
road,
the
Roman
old
on
this side.
training
months'
six
leading to the Vardar valley and open
ing the way to a movement toward the
The senate gave a big boost to the
east that would outflank the enemy
America by
plan for a bone-drnorth of Monastlr.
If the Austrlans are decisively de- voting In favor of the prohibition
feated in this region the kaiser may rider to the agricultural extension
reforce them to accept Von Below as bill. It went on record first by
their generalissimo, despite their pro- versing the ruling of the chair, that
tests. The efforts to Germanize the the amendment is general legislation
approAustrian general headquarters have and therefore barred from an
stirred up tne already angry people priation measure. The wets admitted
war
of the dual kingdom. Another row their defeat since the move for
lower
the
in
originated
by
prohibition
more
caused
or
been
less
there has
open assertions that Empress Zlta house, and relied on the presiden to
veto the bill on the ground that the
ruined the offensive on Italy by preventing the use of gas and otherwise workers in vltnl war Industries should
hampering the commanders.
A bis not be deprived of alcoholic beverages.
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EASE TAKE NOTICE!
That from and after

Mr. and Mrs. Harris Applegatecame down from Dawson Thursday and are visiting: at the parental F. A. Bruce home.

MALE OSTRICH

BUILDS NEST

Sets on Eggs at Night During the In.
cubation Which Lasts Forty to
Fifty Days.

Am

After pairing, the ostrich begins to
It Is the male alono
that performs this duty. To do It, ho'
squats upon the ground, and, balancing himself upon his breastbone,'
scratches up the earth with his legs'
and throws it behind him. When he
has dug out enough on ene side to suit
him he turns round and begins to dig
oa another side, and continues thl
operation until he has made a hole
largo enough for him to sltvln comfort-- J
ably. A few days after the nest ls
finished the female begins to lay one
egg every alternate day for eighteen;
or twenty days. She then rests for
while, which time yarles from four to !
ten days, and then lays more. A pair
of ostriches yield about forty eggs,'
though It Is not unusual for a well-fewell-kepair to yield fifty to sixty'
eggs. The eggs are placed so as t
leave no space between them. The;
male and the female brood alternate-- !
ly. At night the male Is always oa
the nest, as It possesses greater
warmth than the female.
These birds perform , their duties'
with the greatest skill, without any '
noise or breakage of the eggs.
days on an!
lasts forty-fiv- e
average, sometimes fifty days, but nev- -,
er continues beyond that. When thd
chicklings hatch out they can be heard
trying to break the shell of the egjji
Sometimes they succeed in doing soj
but usually the father breaks the egs '
under the breast bone, tears the Inside
skin with his bill, and frees the chlck- ling. Upon first reaching the air thai
chickling remains limp and weak. But
the warmth of the parent soon, revive
It, and a few hours afterward it be--!
gins to run about, exercising its long!
legs, toppling over at each step, and'
remmencing again its stumbling'
Journey-- Four days after their hatching the chicklings begin to eat. They
run after insects and swallow small1
pebbles, The father and mother do
not help their little ones to find food:
make his nest.
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No deviation from this rule to anyone.

Bluff of Foreman Failed.
Two of the nocturnal hosemen of th

MERCANTILE
COMPANY.

ew Mexico,

ROY,
"The
Rev. Mills, of Clayton drove in
Tuesday and stopped in Roy for
gas. He and his wife and baby
drove over to see the new baby
at the Jack Mills home near
Solano,
It is months old and
this is the first time they have
had time to come and see it.
Rev. Mills has been ont on the
Chautauqua Lecture platform
for the Ridpath Lyceum Course
this summer and has signed up
with them for next year at an
attractive salary. Rev. Mills is
very popular in Clayton if we
are to judge by the many kind
things said of him by our visitors
from there.

One-Pric-

The Roy Depot has been
equipped for some time with the
telephone system in connection
with the telegraph and the phone
is used on much of the business
over the line. Mr. and Mrs.
Belknap are running the depot
by themselves now on account of
scarcity of help and this makes
it much easier to do this. It is
no easy job for two persons with
the immense amount of business
here to handle.

Mrs. Kate Dunbar came up
from Tucumcari Monday to visit
Mrs. Gibbs and other friends
here who are sick and took time
to speak to a few who are well
She is Matron of a Hospital at
Tucumcari and in the kind of
work for which she is best fitted

,

Saturdays, don't ask it.

of Mosquero, is
a new addition to" our list of
readers there. He was in with J.
Frank Smith Monday helping
him fix his Ford and, wanted to
see what kind of a paper it was
that hé made so much fuss about
H. T. Clinard,

Useful Palm.

Household Economics.

the lowlands of the delta of the
Orinoco river the natives build huts
suspended between trunks of Maurltla
flexuosn, a palm. They also ent its
fruits, Its farinaceous pith, Its sue
charlne juice, and use the fibers of Hi
leaf tems for making ropes, ham
mocks, etc.

The experts declare that II a lot
9f potatoes Is not uniform It is often
jeorth while to sort them and use the
large ones with roast meats or at
?ther times when the oven need noi
be specially heated and save the small
jncs for times when quick cooking Is
uore convenient.

Tn

The War New is coming strong
enough to rnake yon hair tingle
and that troblesome lump come
in your throat, and you want to
shout when you read of the
"Sammies"doing just what we
knew th'ey would do oh the
battle front. Fritz has his lesson"
coming and he . is getting it
from your Uncle Sam's Boys.

For Sale

My Residence Property in
Ice
SCHULTZ,
Man
the
F.L.
Roy, including Twelve lots
part of the lots. Will sell
Mrs. Misner and her daughter or
entire property for less
the
Mrs. Bixby were down from

Mills Wednesday and ordered
some stationery for the Mills
Branch, A.R.C. in which they
missing a copy. We wish we are active workers, Mr. Misner
Okla.
from Tulsa
could make him miss our side returned
Wednesday,
liks lz i:es the Serial Story,.

-

street cleaning department were engaged In wetting down the pavement
near New York's busy corner at 45th;
street and 5th avenue. They were enjoying their work as usual, wetting no!
one and scaring everyone, when tt&
foreman came strolling along and
looked them over.
A small group,
waiting for a bus hoped that the happy soakers were about to be scolded'
"Well,
nnd the hope was gratified.
well," called the foreman, testily,',
"you'se guys ought to be up to 4Gth
street. What about ye?" "Aw, we;
got to wet It down, ain't we?" called
the younger of the hosemen. "We !
ain't lingering around for the love of
It." The foreman walked over to tho,
speaker as his companion turned oft
the water. "Don't get answering me
back," said the foreman.
"If you,
want to get anywhere in this department, just do what you're told to do
and say nothing." "Aw, forget It," answered the young hoseman again. "I
ain't trying to get nowhere in this department. I been drafted. By the
time you get to be a superintendent I'll
be a general in the array. Roll your
hoop, boss, you're tulklng like a hero."
i

House".

e

Mr. and Mre. A. F. Chaves of
Albert, N. M. announce the ar
rival of Miss Enriquita, Chaves
at their home July 15th. The
weight is recorded eight pounds
Mrs. George Lucas returned to and "Judge" Chavez and wife
congratulations
her home in Dawson Monday, are accepting the
many
over her
friends
of
their
after a visit at the parental T.M.
arrival.
Ogden home at Liberty. As
Jack Mills was up from Solano usual when she comes to the tram ICE! Will positively not be
it was two hours late.
sold after 9.30.A. M. except
Saturday on business,

Frank Roy finished shearing
his sheep last Friday and is tak
ing a vacation this week. He
had 4,400 lbs of wool from 600
eheep and had no rain on them
for six months at that. His
ranch is in sight of the green
prairies and fine crops of his
neighbors on the north but he is
dry as tevr a is.

-

than the house on it could be
built for in normal times.
See me at once as this
property will be sold in a few
davs.
Al. S. HANSON, Roy, N.M.

To The Public
Owing to war conditions
I find it necessary to put my
business on a CASH BASIS.
After August 1st, do not ask
.

for credit.
Pay as you go! If you cant pay, dont go.

i

Yours Respectfully,

M. D. GIBBS,

Frop'r

Fairview Pharmacy,
The Roy Drug SUrs.
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